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LAURA BLACKWELLBuffalo Tom came to Trinity on Friday, February 9th. The show was ._
sponsored by TCAC and took place in the Washington Room. Walt Mink was the opening
band in the performance. Here, Buffalo Tom performs for students. The show was a
success, but two students were injured while dancing.
Dobelle To Serve
On Ethics Board




President Evan Dobelle was
named to the Connecticut State
Ethics Commission. Dobelle
was appointed by Speaker of
the House Thomas D. Ritter, CD-
Hartford), to serve as a member
of the Commission for a four-
year term.
Dobelle's appointment was
announced in a press release
dated January 26 from the
House of Representatives.
The State Ethics Commission
is designed to monitor the ac-
tions of government employees,
public officials and lobbyists
through investigations and for-
mal complaints submitted in
accordance with Connecticut's
official code of ethics.
All appointees to the Com-
mission which was created in
1977 are selected by the gover-
nor and other top elected oHi-
described the moral duty of
those who serve on the Ethics
Commission as such: "Appoint-
ments to the State Ethics Com-
mission have a special
significance, in that these indi-
viduals must adhere to the
highest standard of conscience,
reason and impartiality."
Furthermore, Representative
Ritter justified Dobelle's ap-
pointment and praised Dobelle
as a worthy member of the
Commission, specifically not-
ing the Trinity president's past
accomplishments and experi-
ences:
"I can think of no better in-
dividual than Evan Dobelle to
fulfill these qualifications...His
current and past positions in
the academic world as well as
his experience in government
have prepared him well for this
important responsibility. 1 am
proud to have someone who is
so dedicated to education, com-
munity and public service as
my appointment to the Ethics
BY KERRY MCKEVITT
News Editor
Beginning this week, bro-
chures to approximately 8500
alumni of Trinity College will
be circulating in the national
and international post offices.
In addition to this, invitations to
all high school students who are
the children of Trinity alumni
and/or faculty and who are jun-
iors are being sent. These pro-
spective students are invited to
the College Admissions Explo-
ration Program or CAEP, for-
merly called "Sons and
Daughters," which is scheduled
for April 21st and 22nd, a Sun-
day and Monday.
The program which is cel-
ebrating its twenty-first anni-
versary has been designed to
introduce these high school jun-
iors to the college search and the
college life, according to Eric
DeCosta, the newly appointed
Assistant Director of Alumni.
Relations and the CAEP Direc-
tor. In conjunction with the
Alumni Office, the Admissions
Office is also assisting in plan-
ning the program and its activi-
ties. For the two visitation days,
students will attend planned
events as well as classes. Past
activities included viewing a
free movie at Cinestudio, gath-
ering at a reception at the Gal-
lows Hill Bookstore, and
listening to the Trinitones and
After Dark musical ensembles.
Panels which will focus on the
advantages of an urban school
versus a rural school, the selec-
tion criteria of a liberal arts col-
lege and other issues and which
shall consist of students, fac-
ulty, and administrators are also
integrated into the program.
One panel, "Surviving the
Search," will introduce the jun-
iors to four to six students who
explain and discuss their first-
year experiences and their ad-
justments to the college scene.
Another event that has been
proposed is a presentation on
the computer facilities and ac-
cess to the Internet which are
based in the Mathematics,
Computing, and Engineering
Center.
The experience at Trinity for
these prospective applicants in-
volves interaction with current
students who act as hosts.
About 120 students who have
one or more rela ti ves with Trin-
ity College degrees have been
asked to host prospective appli-
cants and students during the
weekend. Usually, between
thirty and forty students attend
the weekend activities. These
hosts are usually past partici-
pants in the program and offer
further insight on the college,
particularly the Trinity, experi-
ence. As of Monday, twenty five
Trinity students had already
volunteered as hosts.
DeCosta emphasized that
the program's purpose is one
which gives students a "sense of
what takes place in the college
search process and at college."
The program is "not geared to-
wards enticing students to at-
tend but rather to help them in
their decision making process."
It is a way for the Trinity College
Admissions and Alumni Office
to give back to alumni who
worked hard and offered some-
thing to the school and to offer
them a service. Overall, this is
an orientation program which
seeks to assist and benefit stu-




to the State Ethics Commission,
Dobelle issued the following
statement: "These are among
the most difficult kinds of po-
sitions. I am not comfortable sit-
ting in judgment of other
people, but we all have a respon-
sibility to protect the public in-
terest."
Speaker of the House Ritter
Prior to serving as Trinity's
eighteenth president, Dobelle
served as the United States'
Chief of Protocol during the
Carter administration and trea-
surer and chief financial officer
for the Democratic National
Committee.
As noted in the press release,
Dobelle's service to the Com-






The issue of academic dis-
honesty has become a topic of
concern in recent weeks. Thus
far, there have been four official
cases of intellectual dishonesty
since January. These four cases
involved seven students, so
there were technically seven
charges of academic dishonesty.
One resulted in suspension, two
in censure and one lacked a
penalty. While this number
represents a small percentage of
the population, it is still a num-
ber that administrators, profes-
sors and students would like to
see decline.
Two forums were held in the
past week to discuss plagiarism.
One was sponsored by Cindy
Butos, Professor of English and
a member of the academic dis-
honesty board. This was held
on February 8th in the Writing
Center. Only four students at-
tended. Professor Butos distrib-
uted packets of information
that gave the definitions of dif-
ferent types of plagiarism, and
several examples of each kind.
The information was compre-
see DISHONESTY on page 6
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Striking The Delicate Balance
s AN ACADEMIC INSTITUTION, we are inherently concerned with the fair trade of
information. Thus plagiarism is one of the most heinous crimes committed
against the Academy. At the same time, we are an educational institution,
and are therefore interested in ensuring that those who matriculate in our gates
exit with a greater appreciation of the accepted practices of Academia than before.
So in adjudication of academic dishonesty, a delicate balance must be struck, so
that the student learns an appropriate lesson, but not so severe that he or she is
driven from intellectual pursuit.
This past semester alone, four cases of plagiarism have been decided by the Aca-
demic Affairs Committee. While this number is not extraordinarily large, it is un-
usually high, especially considering that only a bit more than a month has passed.
And even more sobering is the consideration that there are probably more cases
that have not been brought before the Committee.
Ideally, matriculating students should be given the same set of rules to play by.
The case could be made that with respect to academic honesty and other college
policy and procedures, students are all required to read and affirm having read the
Handbook. However, academic honesty, being so integral to our mission, should
arise in more than just the Handbook.
. Matriculating students are required to pass the writing proficiency requirement.
• However, it is not clear from standardized test scores, essays and recommendations
whether or not each student appreciates proper citation. Thus there is no mecha-
nism to ensure that those who are exempted from Writing 101 are exposed to this
crucial skill. .
There is a proposal to include an academic honesty workshop in the orientation
activities for all new students. This proposal should be embraced fully. But even
this is not enough. How many freshman (or transfer student) orientation activi-
ties do you remember?
The academic honesty workshops which are sponsored by the Writing Center
and .the. information session sponsored by SGA are steps in the right direction. But
a sum total of nine students have attended those activities. Even with a close read-
ing of the Handbook, a student can only arrive at an approximate understanding
of academic honesty. .
Even with clever planning and mandates upon mandates for. activities, the re-
sponsibility ultimately lies with the student. As the three students who ran the
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The memorial service held
in honor of our beloved daugh-
ter, Kelda '96, has touched us
deeply. The expressions of love
and compassion were digni-
fied and sincere, no staged per-
formances nor theatrics, but
straight from the heart.
The spontaneity of the floor
contributions as well as the
she was, and used her intelli-
gence, empathy and experi-
ence, not to compete with
others, but to build relation-
ships, not only with the people
of her generation, but all
people.
Thank you for making this
tragedy easier to bear. While
no one will be able to replace
Kelda in our hearts, we feel we
have found many lovely sons
While no one will be able to replace
Kelda in our hearts, we feel we have
found many lovely sons and daughters
to help ease our pain.
many messages received and
read during the ceremony
made us very proud of our
child, and helped us bridge the
immeasurable loss and grief to
face our future lives.
Kelda loved life, she cared for
everything living. Kelda was
able to communicate with
people who differed from her
in age by twenty or thirty
years. There was a clarity and
simplicity to Kelda which en-
abled her not only to avoid the
elaborate roles and defenses
that most people use, but also
the intelligence which enabled
her to see others as they really
were. She knew exactly who
and daughters to help ease our
pain. Foremost among her
peers we feel blessed to have be-
friended the four J's (Jill, Jessika,
Joey and Jacqui), Gaia,
Stephanie, Bipin, Jim, Vass &
Will, to name just a few.
We offer you a standing wel-
come to visit us in Belgium
whenever your way leads you
there, and would be honored to
extend our hospitality to you,
the wonderful young men and,
women who shared a part of





Disco night made COMMON SENSE nostalgic for the old
days;.".This week's edition remembers times past —
soSte fondly, and others, like trie 70's, not.
TCAC Anyone remember when TCAC actually
brought cool bands to campus?
Gerety Raised a ton of money for Amherst, but
J% applicant numbers rumored to be down,
^ and campus beginning to think of him as
; "phony." _^______
Disco Inferno Old CS: Coolest party of the year. New
W CS: Even all the smoke couldn't hide how
• • lame it was.
Bistro Concept has been improving since the
day it opened (as a convenience store).
Next step: keep it open on Sunday.
Spring Brief snippet of warmth rekindles
J^ memories of spring. Unfortunately, that
• little snippet is probably all we're going
to get until April.
POLICY CONCERNING
LETTERS T O THE EDITOR
Letters to The Trinity Tripod must be received by 5:00
p.m. on the Friday before publication. Letters should
be addressed to the Editor, not a particular individual.
No unsigned or anonymous letters-will be published.
However, named will be withheld at the author's re-
quest. The Tripod will not publish any letters deemed
by the editors to be an attack on an individual's char-
acter or personality. Otherwise, all opinions expressed
will be given a forum.
All letters are the sole responsibility of the authors
and do not necessarily reflect the views or opinions'of
The Tripod. The editors of The Tripod reserve the right
to edit all letters for clarity or brevity. ••',..
Letters may be submitted via:
•CAMPUS MAIL:. Box 702582
• E-MAIL: tripod@mail.trincoll.edu
• CAMPUS NETWORK: General Resources/Docex/Tripod
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Trust This Guy-He Knows What He's Talkin'About...
Searching For Maturity
Amongst College Peers
B Y JOSH FREELY
Senior Editor
In the sixties there used to be
a saying, "Don't trust anyone
over thirty." This mantra,
though overly harsh, has a real
point.
We, as college students, must
trust each other, work with each
other, and even criticize and ar-
gue with each other.
Those older folks on this cam-
pus should not be excluded, our
professors and administrators
are invaluable to our intellec-
tual development. But some is-
sues must be handled within
the realm of student discourse.
The most notable recent ex-
ample of this was the recent fir-
ing of an ORL staff person in a
Freshman dormitory. Much of
the criticism of this incident
was leveled at the administra-
tors who made the decision to
fire the staff person.
I don't blame those adminis-
trators — they are bound by
rules of the college and respon-
sible for upholding them. I
blame the student culture on
this campus that suggests that
all problems must be solved by
administrators.
The most disturbing thing
about the ORL incident to me
was that it was passed through
a number of students before
reaching the administrators
who made the final decision.
The fact that the problem was
passed off to college officials
was not out of the ordinary for
Trinity. I simply suggest that it
should be.
Certainly there are problems
that should be immediately re-
ported to the appropriate offi-
cials. Incidents of a threatening
or dangerous nature have no
lot of students. Not only must
they open a dialogue with each
other about behaviors that are
harmful to the community, but
those at whom the dialogue is
being directed must be willing
to listen and be open to the sug-
gestions being offered.
This is the hardest thing for
most. We must make the feel-
ings of our fellow students as
important to us as the demands •
of our administrators.
The infraction of the ORL
staff person was serious. I don't
We, as college students, must trust each
other, work with each other, and even
criticize and argue with each other.
place being handled by stu-
dents.
The types of things I'm think-
ing about are those common in-
trusions on the social order that
administrators are bound by
rules to punish. Students, how-
ever, can deal with these inci-
dents on a much more informal
basis, arid in doing so improve
those communication and com-
promise skills so valuable in the
real world.
A proposal such as this asks a
think they would deny that, but
it is the classic example of an
infraction that must be dis-
cussed and compromised over
by students before being
thrown into the hands of our
rule bound elders.
If compromise is impossible
or slow in coming, obviously
authority figures must be called
on to settle the dispute, other-




The appearance of a famil-
iar vendor in Mather Hall
Monday Feb. 12 struck me as
bitirigly ironic. This vendor
sells flags from all over the
world but the main theme of
his wares is "Go Ireland!"
What a blatant materialistic
ploy to capitalize on the Irish
descent that at least half of all
Americans can claim to one
degree or another! My own
mother's maiden name was
Ireland would be a reunifica-
tion of the North and South.
They believe that such an ac-
tion would drain to the dregs
the last resources of the Re-
public of Ireland trying to stop
the uprising that would result
from the stoppage or reduction
of British benefits to the resi-
dents of the North. The only
party that would benefit from
such unification, say my
friends, would be the bunch of
thugs and organized crime
lords that constitute the single
The tactic of the vendor might not
horrify me were it not for the ignorance
and hatred he peddles along with his
wares.
Kelly, so I am not entirely im-
mune myself. The tactic of the
vendor might not horrify me
were it not for the ignorance
and hatred he peddles along
with his wares.
Prominently displayed, one
can find bumper stickers pro-
claiming "26 + 6 = 1 [Ireland],"
and buttons declaring "Ireland
Is One Country," not to men-
tion a broadside venerating
Sinn Fein, the political arm of
the Irish Republican Army; •
IhavefrLendsin Dublin. Gne^
of the very few'things that*'
might convince them to llie '•
most bloodthirsty terrorist
group in the Western world,
the Irish Republican Army.
Authors of a bombing last
week in London that injured
over 100 people and, oh yeah,
killed a few too, minutes after
the unilateral announcement
by the IRA that they would no
longer comply with the one
and one half year old tease-fire
agreement that has beeh the
first hope for peace in the- re-




HAS THE WORLD GOTTEN
BETTER OR WORSE SINCE
THE 70's?
ADAM MOYSEOWICZ '99
"I guess the world's gotten
better in that we understand
the danger we pose to the
environment and to ourselves,
Our understanding of each
other and our ability to
interact with each other has
increased."
CHRIS BACANI '98
"It's gotten worse because the
social, political and economic
conditions of this country
have not changed. Basically,
the rich get richer, and the
poor stay poor."
GABRIEL BEREZIN '98
"Better because disco's done."
We are writing on behalf of
Trinity's Varsity Swimming and
Diving Team which has re-
ceived absolutely no coverage in
the last two editions of The Tri-
pod. Most other sports teams
have received comprehensive
coverage, including personal at-
tention to outstanding athletes.
The purpose of this letter is
not to criticize nor diminish the
importance of other teams or
their participants. The swim
team means to call to your at-
tention the blatant and obvious
dismissal of our efforts and
achievements.
The swim team has been
training since November 1st,
and our dual-meet season offi-
cially opened on November
17th. Since the start of our sea-
son in early November, The Tri-
pod has written only two
articles on the swim team. Nei-
ther of those two articles has
appeared in any Tripod in the
2nd semester.
In the last two weeks that The
Tripod has not covered the
swimming and diving team, the
men's and women's teams have
• incurred three victories and one
loss; five swimmers contributed
to new pool records; eight
swimmers qualified for the New
England Championship meet,
and nearly every swimmer has
achieved a personal record for
this season. We have repre-
sented Trinity well over the
course of our season, and the
visible exclusion of our accom-
plishments is disconcerting and
insulting.
Additionally, we would like
to take this opportunity to im-
plore The Tripod to take more
care when editing the few ar-
ticles that do appear regarding
swimming. One of the two ar-
ticles which The Tripod did
publish was fraught with inac-
curacies and erroneous suppo-
sitions. In this article, which
appeared in an early November
issue, the author attempted to
analyze the impending swim
season by discussing our pros-
pects. This author claimed that
the loss of talented seniors
would inhibit our strength,
while the addition of first year
out even the most minimal
amount of research. However,
given the inattention The Tripod
has offered the Swimming and
Diving Team, this article reflects
the apparent spirit in which
The Tripod holds the team. In
this sense, that article was offen-
sive.
In the last four editions of The
Tripod, which date back to No-
vember 20th, there have been
eight articles on the Basketball
teams, eight on the Squash
teams, three on the men's
Hockey team, two on Indoor.
Track, two on men's Wrestling, •
We would like to point out that all
sports teams, regardless of their record
or ranking, represent Trinity College
and are therefore due recognition and
consideration.
students would counteract that
loss.
In this analysis, the author
offered commentaries on swim-
mers who had long since retired
as members of our squad. He in-
correctly labeled the specialties
and talents of swimmers and
even cited alleged first-year
swimmers who never even ma-
triculated at Trinity. Clearly,
this author did not speak to any
swimmer, nor did he consult
our coach to, verify his informa-
tion. We hope this type of jour-
nalistic standard is not
indicative of The Tripod's crite-
rion or ethics. We must admit,
at first we found this article hu-
morous, because it was clearly
written haphazardly and with-
two on 'Women's Hockey and
one on the men's and women's
Swimming and Diving team.
Clearly, there is unequal cov-
erage being offered in the Sports
section. We would like to point
out that all sports teams, regard-
less of-their record or ranking,,
represent Trinity College and
are therefore due recognition
and consideration. The Tripod
ought to examine its priorities
on this subject before sending
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The increase in applicants for the class of 2000 at Trinity have also been seen at other schools around New
England. Explanations for this have included the ilew, re-centered SAT, an increase in thenumber of
schools to which each applicant applies, and a renewed interest in the liberal arts. Despite the general
















































' Applicants for the class of 2000, percentage increase, and target class size are approximations for each
school and should be treated as such.1 Middlebury College officials attributed at least part of this increase or
the common application this year.





In an attempt to make the Bis-
tro more 'student friendly,' there
will be some new changes and
services added to the student
center. A campus wide e-mail
was sent to the Trinity commu-
nity outlining some of the ideas
that will take effect as soon as
February 24, One change that
has already taken place is the
broadcasting live from the Bis-
tro. This will take place every
Saturday night with jazz music
as the featured entertainment.
Following college drinking
trends, Thursdays will offer
"keg night." Free popcorn and
live entertainment will accom-
pany the various brews.
Another amenity to be pro-
vided by the Bistro is a special
birthday gift for students turn-
ing 21. Students will be treated
to their first legalbeerat theeat-
Another amenity to be provided by the Bistro
is a special birthday gift for students turning
21. Students will be treated to their first
legal beer at the eatery.
new series of international flags
hanging from the rafters. These
flags are on a rotational basis
and will be changed periodi-
cally.
During the day, the Bistro will
resume its current standing as
student dining establishment
and student center. At night,
the Bistro will add some
complements to the relatively
new beer bar. A popcorn maker
and a cappuccino machine will
be available during-.the eve-
nings. Dart boards have already
been ordered for the establish-
ment and should be installed
shortly. Plansfora.televisionare
in the making.
Starting on the 24th of this
month, WRTC-FM will start
ery. Special discounted birth-
day plarrcrs will be made avail-
able, and parties can be
arranged. 2'parties have already
taken place.
In other related news, the Bis-
tro has continued to house cam-,
pus entertainment. Psychic/
Magician Craig Karges per-
formed on Friday evening to a
standing-room-only crowd.
The entertainer has jay Leno
and Larry King Live to his cred-
its and has been called one of
the top college-campus circuit
performers. The performer dis-
played a varied array of illu-
sions based on the principles of
ESP (Extra Sensory Perception).
" While Mr. Karges continually
reminded the audience that he
was simply an entertainer, he
managed to amaze the audience
with an array of tricks tha t were
inexplicable. One illusion in-
volved the idea of telekinesis, or
the ability to move objects with-
out physically touching them.
Mr. Karges managed to make a
wooden block that was leaning
on a book fall over from ten feet
away. He also performed vari-
ous mind-reading tricks
whereby he was able to recite
information about people, in-
cluding phone numbers and
personal information, from au-
dience members around the
room. One example of this trick
involved four members of the
audience giving information
about an imaginary car, includ-
ing make, color and cost. Mr.
Karges then produced a sealed
envelope from which he pulled
an exact description of the fic-
tional car that the students had
described.
The attempts to make the Bis-
tro a more student.friendly
campus local have been wide-,
ranging and pointed. The hope
is that students will focus less
on off-campus entertainment.
While it was hoped that the bar
would attract more late-night
attention, these new attractions
are expected to make the stu-
dent center more viable as a
campus hangout. The student
center is striving to become a




Two Trinity students and one visiting student were
playing basketball in Unit D of the Ferris athletic center
on Sunday, February 4th. Personal items the students had
left on the gym floor were stolen. ID cards and a Tirnex
watch were taken. Juveniles were seen in the building just
prior to the theft. Campus Safety would like to urge
students not to leave any personal property unattended,
even if in the same room.
Theft (Almost) In North
A freshman in North Campus Dormitory returned
from taking a shower on February 7th and found a Latino
male in his early 20's in her room. The man had bushy
eyebrows and wore a black leather jacket and black pants.
He had a walkman in his hand. When the student came
into the room, the man put down the walkman and asked
for a cigarette. The man said that someone downstairs
gave him the combo to the student's room. Campus
Safety believes the door was open at the time of entry, as
the locknetics report did not show any entry into the
room during the time the student was in the shower. The
combination was taken out of the door at that time.
Again, Campus Safety would like to remind students to
keep their combinations to themselves and to leave their
doors locked when they are not in the room.
Returned Wallet
A student lost her wallet at Stop & Shop in
Wethersfield on February 6th. On the 7th, an unknown
male called the student to report the wallet found. He
wanted to turn the wallet over to her. The student was
concerned and called Campus Safety for assistance.
Director of Campus Safety Brian Kelly and the Assistant
Director of Campus Safety went to meet the man and
returned the wallet to the student completely intact.
"Everything, including money;"was still in the wallet.
Reckless Driving
A student was stopped by Campus Safety for reckless
driving on Thursday, February 8th. The student was
driving on the sidewalk between the Psi-U house and the
Bistro. Alcohol may have been a factor in the incident
and Brian Kelly and Dean Winer are going to meet with
the student sometime next week.
Money Stolen
A student in New Dorm reported that on February
8th, sometime between 9 AM and 12:15 PM, someone
entered her dorm room and took $80 from a desk drawer.
Apparently, the combo was used to gain entry into the
room The combo has been changed on that door.
Theft At Disco Inferno
Disco Inferno was Saturday, FebruarydOth. An eight
hundred dollar bubble machine was stolen from the
Washington Room sometime during the night. There
were no other problems with the party.
Injuries At Buffalo Tom
Two students were taken to the hospital early
Saturday morning, February 10th following the Buffalo
Tom concert in the Washington Room. Apparently the
students were moshing close to the stage when one
student elbowed another in the jaw at 12:20 AM. The
student with the hurt jaw was taken to Hartford Hospital
at 5:18 AM. He was not sure if the elbow was thrown
intentionally or was simply a result of overzealous
dancing. The student is meeting with Dean Winer to
discuss the issue this week.
Students enjoy a meal at the Bistro. Beer was only the first of many changes MATTHEW PRINCE
to be introduced at the Bistro this year. '::!'r:i-MElizabeth Perry f'̂ N'S-''
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West Hartford Police plans to crack down on the drinking that goes FILE PHOTO
on in bars near Trinity.
driving in West Hartford, for example,
the police can make a referral to Hart-
ford police and the Liquor Commission,
as to what bars to look into.
McCue stated that "we don't want to
be in a position where we have to arrest
people." The Police Department, how-
ever, is very serious about this situation
There has been a continuous problem
in Hartford and the surrounding areas
with underage drinking. The West Hart-
ford Police Department is working in
Lieutenant McCue of the West Hartford Police Department
commented that "once it is known that students can get
into a bar, it spreads like wildfire." They want to stop
that mentality.
conjunction with the Liquor Commis-
sion in Hartford to enforce the Connecti-
cut state laws at a stricter level.
Lieutenant McCue of the West Hart-
ford Police Department commented that
"once it is known that students can get
and will do whatever necessary to try
and curb the underage drinking by stu-
dents, and particularly Trinity students,
in the area.
SCHOOLS
Holy Cross Gets C-SPAN
Holy Cross has selected their commencement speaker for the class of
'96. Brian P. Lamb is the founder and chairman of C-SPAN. Lamb will
speak about the upcoming elections and C-SPAN's part in covering the
candidates. The Board of Trustees was responsible for nominating the
graduation speaker, and Lamb was chosen last fall. Lamb not only started
C-SPAN, but also worked for CableVision magazine and published "The
Media Report" newsletter. He graduated from Purdue University in
Indiana and has spent time in the Navy.
Sinkhole Claims Truck At Amlierst
A drain underneath a driveway at Amherst College caused a sinkhole
to form. A truck was sent to inspect the hole and fell in. The hole was
near the college's ice rink. A sander went to look, not realizing that the
hole was so large it could not be seen from the driveway. Apparently the
truck got too close and fell right in. A crane was called in to remove the
truck. The hole took a day and a half to fix and shut the roads down for
eight hours.
Winter Carnival At Pitt
Pitt-Johnstown students had a winter carnival for the entire campus
last week. The event lasted for the entire week and started off with a :
Dance Ensemble performance on February 4th. Other activities included
the appearance of a professional lunatic, Harley Newman, winter - -
Olympics and a ski trip. The Olympics include events like an ice-cream •
eating contest, mitten basketball and a snowball throw. After getting cold
from those events students could participate in a Warm and Cozy Night- •
at the log cabin on campus. There were movies, bands and dances ••: \
throughout the week as well.
want to stop that mentality. McCue
wants to get the message across to stu-
dents that if one is apprehended with
false identification, the person will be
charged with a felony.
In addition, it is a misdemeanor to
drink if under the age of 21. The police
will be routinely checking bars in the
West Hartford area. If students are found
drinking under age or with a fake ID,
they will be arrested.
Two weekends ago, students were
stopped at a bar in West Hartford. The
students had a designated driver and
were already outside the bar, so they were
let go.
If they had been arrested, however,
they would have had to post a bond of
over $1,000. Police worry because stu-
dents often think that because they go
to school in Connecticut, they will be
given a local address. In reality, students
are considered out of state residents, and
will be kept in jail until bond is posted.
While the West Hartford Police can
only parole within their district, they are
working with the Liquor Commission in
Hartford. If a student is caught drunk
"We're looking for
different degrees in caring.
B.A.'s, and B.S.'s AND MORE. CIGNA, a leading provider of health care, insurance
and related financial services, is recruiting students and graduating seniors who'd
like to make an immediate contribution in a dynamic environment as an:
CIGNA




Explore a career with a company that's focused on caring.
Come see us on:
Date: Wednesday, February 14, 1996
Time: S:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m.
Location: Alumni Lounge, Mather Hail
We're tin equal opportunity employer. M/F/D/V
"CIGNA" refers to CIGNA iiml/or one or more of its subsidiaries. Most employees urn employed by
subsidiaries of CIGNA Corporation.
Now yuu can have two of the inoat recognized and
ccepted credit cards In tlw world-Visa's and MasterCards
credit cards..."ln your name." EVEN IF YOU ARE NEW IN
CREDIT or HAVE BEEN TURNED DOWN BEFORE!
VISA® and MasterCard* the credit cards you








SEND THE COUPON TODAY





E 2 1 6
1 want VISAe/MASTERCARD® Credit






NOTE: MislnCurd h • trfll-ittinl tiatknutk of MillriCSid Intrmftlloiml. li»
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Academic Dishonesty Is Topic At Forums
con tin ued from page 1
hensive and some students were sur-
prised ac what constituted plagiarism.
A second forum was held last night,
February 12th. Six students attended
this forum: one representing the Tripod,
one representing SGA and the other four
attending for their own personal inter-
ests.
This information session was in-
tended to clarify the penalties and con-
sequences of plagiarism rather than
focus on the actual details of what con-
stitutes plagiarism. The three students
who serve on the academic dishonesty
board ran the session, giving out infor-
mation and answering questions. Those
students are Josh Freely '96, Paxton
Provitera '97 and Casey Rousseau '96.
The students in attendance asked ques-
tion about how to cite interviews and
have been charged of intellectual dis-
honesty by their professors. Plagiarism
is not the only thing tha t constitutes aca-
demic dishonesty. Other charges that
All stressed the importance of being careful and spending
an extra twenty minutes to make sure any paper is not
plagiarized. The general sentiment seemed to be that it
is better to over quote than paraphrase incorrectly,
can be brought against students include
collaborating too closely with another
student or passing in one paper for two
classes without permission.
When a student is charged, the pro-
fessor gives her reasons for accusing the
how to paraphrase correctly. They were
also interested in how the academic dis-
honesty committee makes their deci-
sions.
The academic dishonesty committee
oversees cases that involve students who
S not his usual self. 't4 * * I
You suspect the
So you call Dr. Nusblatt, your family vet back home.
The call is cheap.
CTOO bad about the Consultation fee.)
Live oil campus? Sign up for MM True Reach Savings"' and save 25%
no matter who, how, when or where
V-. '.X 'X'-\: •'""•:;::/ : v : X'X- y o u c a l l i n t h e U . S . ,ii.:. .•••'. '-':--: y • / . ' '
Life can be complicated. AT&T True Reach Savings'" is simple. Save 25% on every kind of call on
your AT&T phone bill-direct dial, calling card, directory assistance, local toll, cellular, fax and modem -
when you spend just $25 a month? No other plan gives you all these different ways to save?*
Just call 1800TRUE-ATT to sign up. Save, on every call. That's Your True Choice?"
AT&T
Your True Choice
•Kt'll-rH In Eonn distance callshilled ttiATXThomeor AlKTCallinj; Otriliiaimnls. l)i,scpunl.s oil'A1KT basic rales. Certain exclusions apply
Knbjal lo billing availability Offer available til residential A'I\T customers: Minimum !*pendini! rvquiawenl is per residential lint "Gimpared to major lonp distance carriers.- O 1996 AT&T
student. Next, the student goes before
the committee and gives his or her posi-
tion on the situation. The committee
then deliberates on the matter and de-
cides upon a punishment. In making
their decision, members of the board
consider whether the act was deliberate
or unintentional, the severity of the act
and the student's reasons. In most cases,
when a case is serious enough to come
before the committee, the student is
guilty and admits that guilt. Therefore,
the job of the board is not to decide guilt
or innocence, but severity and a suitable
punishment for the act. Generally, if the
act is deliberate then the student receives
a one year suspension. There is, however,
no limit to the suspension time.
Other punishments could consist of a
censure on the student's transcript or
expulsion. A censure can be as serious
as a suspension for seniors applying for
jobs and graduate schools. Having a cen-
sure on your transcript through gradua-
tion will surely put a damper on
attempts to get a job. The committee
puts a limit on the censure depending on
the student's act. For all decisions as to
punishment, the committee votes and a
majority rule decides.
The students leading the information
session also discussed their experiences
and feelings about serving on the com-
mittee. All stressed the importance of
being careful and spending the extra
twenty minutes to make sure a paper is
not plagiarized. The general sentiment
seemed to be that it is better to over quote
than paraphrase incorrectly. Freely cau-
tioned students to "assume every teacher
can bring you up on charges."
Students and administrators would
like to see the issue of academic dishon-
esty brought to more students' attention
in the future These two forums were a
start to increasing awareness.
Another forum will take place on Feb- •
r\*4î !Lj-tdxas!̂ 5#fli.1je inn by-Professor,
Butos in the Writing Center The forum
will be at noon and will consist oi a dis-
cussion over a bring-your-own lunch.
This is a hands-on workshop which. SGA
and the.acad,emic dishonesty comjnittee
wp'uldlifee'to encourage many-to attend,
' In addition to these information ses-
sions, there are plans being discussed to
implement a forum to be held during
freshmen orientation each year. Some
students receive information about pla-
giarism in Writing 101, but only about
40% of students are required to take this
course.
The rest of the Trinity student body
need to be given the information as well.
While the Handbook provides an in-
depth discussion of the rules and penal-
ties for plagiarism, most students do not
read the book carefully. Administrators
hope that with an information session at
the beginning of freshmen year, students
will begin their college years with a firm
background in the. rules of academic
dishonesty.
Group Discounts!
Sell Trips & Travel Free!!!
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Adjunct Report To Be Voted On By Faculty
BY ANNEMARIE PEIL
Editor-in-Chief
The question of how Trinity's hiring
practice of adjuncts affects the curricu-
lum has concerned the faculty Curricu-
lum Committee this past year. Their
report on the matter will be presented
at the faculty meeting today for accep-
tance.
A letter was sent by the faculty con-
ference directing the faculty General
Education Council and Curriculum
Committee to "undertake an assessment
of the college's use of adjunct faculty and
its consequences, and recommend any
solutions/changes that seem necessary"
in March 1993. As of December 1995, a
report was approved unanimously by
the Curriculum Committee.
In the report, the committee acknowl-
edged the difficulty in defining "ad-
junct." The definition that they accepted
divides "adjunct" into four categories:
"true adjunct faculty," "long-term ad-
junct faculty," "long-term contract fac-
ulty," and "graduate faculty." The true
adjuncts were those who have "no con-
tinuing affiliation with the college" for
' less than three years.
Long-term adjuncts were those who
have been affiliated with the college for
more than three years, without continu-
ing appointments. Long-term contract
faculty were those "with three to five
year contracts." And graduate faculty
were those who support the graduate
program. Because the concern of the re-
port was focused on the impact of ad-
juncts on the undergraduate curriculum,
the graduate faculty were excluded from
the report.
With data acquired from the Office of
Records and Institutional Research, the
committee compiled statistics for the
numbers of adjunct faculty and percent-
ages of course sections taught by ad-
juncts for the past six semesters.
The data revealed that approximately
a third of course offerings are taught by
adjunct, each of the three categories in-
lems that the hiring of adjuncts may
present to particular programs or minors
(should a particular adjunct's class be
required for a minor).
Even so, the committee recognizes
that those identified as true adjuncts
present many curricular benefits, such
as offering courses outside of the spe-
cialty of tenure-track faculty, and allow-
ing tenure-track faculty to take leaves of
absence.
That being said, the committee pro-
ln the report, the committee acknowledged the difficulty
in defining "adjunct." The definition that they accepted
divides "adjunct" into four categories: "true adjunct
faculty," "long-term adjunct faculty," "long-term contract
faculty," and "graduate faculty."
clusively. However, further scrutiny
showed that the true adjuncts—those
with no continuing affiliation with the
college—contributed to between 15%
and 24% of the course offerings.
The report then speculated that any
curricular problems associated with the
employment of adjuncts would result
from true adjuncts, due to their "tran-
sient status at the college." Such prob-
lems were identified as the problems
associated with inadequate familiarity
with college expectations (which en-
compasses the questions of advising,.
grading and teaching first year semi-
nars); inconsistency procedures for re-
cruiting, \ evaluating teaching
effectiveness and rehiring; and any prob-
poses five changes to be universally
implemented throughout the college.
The first recommends that the hiring of
part- and full-time faculty be discusses
among the entire department, though
the "ultimate responsibility for the selec-
tion of adjuncts rests with the chair."
Secondly, the report suggests, each
adjunct should be oriented to the stan-
dards of the college. This is in light of
the concern that some introductory
classes are taught by true adjuncts, and
should a student be interested in the
major, the adjunct should be able to ad-
vise the student.
The third recommendation is for the
department to develop a way to track the
true adjunct's progress, so that the de-
partment can evaluate the adjunct's ser-
vice.
Fourthly, when a department hires an
adjunct to replace the teaching units of
another professor who is on leave, the
committee recommended that each de-
partment be first concerned with meet-
ing the curricular needs (i.e., required
major or minor courses) and then con-
sider hiring an adjunct who can offer
courses outside the expertise of the de-
partment.
In the writing stage, various questions
other than those addressed in the report
were raised. For example, the number of
students affected per adjunct was con-
sidered, as that might yield a different
result than the number of courses per
adjunct. However, the committee re-
solved that for the ease of formulating a
large number of questions, the answers
were significantly more difficult to find.
Further, many of the questions raised
did not have a specifically curricular fla-
vor to them, and so fell out of the scope
of the committee's purpose.
All of this consideration brought the
final proposal. The committee resolved
that any recommendation for policy
change should come from a more de-
tailed study of the matter, which would
extend beyond the scope of the Curricu-
lum Committee's concern.
For that'reason, the report recom-
mends the formation of an ad hoc com-
mittee, comprised of members from the
Curriculum Committee and the Educa-
tional Policy Committee among any oth-




Information and applications will be available-
Wednesday, Feb. 14-7:00 PM Rittenberg Lounge
Wednesday, Feb. 28-7:00 PM Rittenberg Lounge
We're looking for 33 academically committed rising
juniors and seniors who are interested in working
closely with faculty first-year students, and the First-
Year Program.
Contact the First-Year Office at x5331 for more information.
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Around
Trinity...
Blarin' Off To Buffalo
"Loud" is probably the best way to describe the
Winter Weekend concert. While those few people
who did attend, and whose ear drums weren't rup
tured, actually said that Buffalo Tom had some good
songs, Around Trinity wasn't very impressed. The
word on the street, however, is that this is all part of
a master plan by TCAC. Instead of getting great
bands throughout the year and a mediocre band for
Spring Weekend, the glorified roadies and their cool
t-shirts aresaving up their money for one giant bash
come spring. AT hopes that they are indeed that
crafty, out fears instead that the last hurrah will be
heralded by the likes of 4 Non-Blondes and The Vil-
lage People.
Inferno, At Least
Around Trinity used to really enjoy Disco In
ferno. Somehow, however, things got a little out of
control this year. The number of people standing
outside in line waiting to get in exceeded the num-
ber actually in the Washington Room for most of
the evening. The beer was being scooped out of the
bottom of trash cans and had a decidedly flat, gritty
taste. And the smoking volcano, which used to be
cool, created a little too much of an inferno. AT is
still haunted by the perennial question — why do so
many people get such a thrill out of dressing up like
members of the tackiest decade ever? (Those people
who were actually excited by the suggestion that
TCAC might get The Village People for Spring Week-
end really should seek help.)
Senator Exon's Pride
Overall this wsekeftd was such, a letdown that
thepeople responsibleforpublicizingit decided not
to send out the announcements of events until af-
ter they were all over. The weekly "Weekend Up-
date" that is sent to everyone's e-mail account Friday
afternoon didn't get there until Monday this week.
Turns out someone.over in the computer center de-
cided that the events looked like such a drag that
they delayed the message. Around Trinity isn't sure
if there is a direct connection to the recent passage
of the Electronic Decency Act. However, if ever
there was just cause for censoring obscene material
on-line, the events of this weekend probably pro-
vided it.
The Pirates Of PIKE
Poor Lockwood. They wandered around cam-
pus this weekend trying to get everyone they could
find to hear the sad story of how the big, bad, mean,
and evil brothers over at PIKE stole their flag, and
thejr trash cans,.an4 some license plates, arid,did,a
bunch of other really, really mean stuff, Around
Trinity could care less. Actually, that's not true, AT
would like to formally encourage PIKE to continue
their pirating ways. Maybe eventually they could
steal themselves a house— or some women so they
could meet that pesky co-education requirement.
Then again, if PIKE wants to stealsome women, they
might want to look some where other than
Lockwood.
...But Leave My Food Alone...
Recently there's been a rash of food stealings
in the Cave. On at least three occasions in the last
week people standing in line have taken the food
that was intended for someone else. One such food
pilferer was confronted but responded, "I decided
this is what I wanted. You can have what I ordered.1
No word yet if the food thieves are members of PIKE.
It's A Sign Of Intelegense
One surefire way to avoid plagiarism is to spell
everything wrong. One Quick Post advertised the
upcoming Academic "Homesty" Forum. The pur-
pose was presumably to teach students the tech
nique of creative misspelling in order to avoid
"pladgerism." Around Trinity and other Tripod staff
members decided not to attend we have already
mastered the art.
LECTURES
Wed, Feb 14 7:30 PM
As part of the Latin American and Spanish Film Se-
ries, a film entitled "El Angel Exterminador" will be
shown in the Life Sciences Auditorium. Preceding the
film, a talk on the pertinent subjects involved will be
delivered by Emosto Grosmon, Professor of Spanish and
Portuguese at Yale University. The film was produced
in Mexico during 1962 and comes complete with En-
glish subtitles.
Thurs, Feb 15 4:00 PM
Henry "Hank" Lewis '88 will deliver a lecture on fic-
tion reading in conjunction with Trinity College's cel-
ebration of Black History Month. Lewis is an assistant
professor of English at Mary Washington College. The
program will take place in the Faculty Club and there
is no fee involved.
Thurs, Feb 15 4:15 PM
Dr. Gregory Kreindlin of the University of Michigan's
Department of Slavic Languages will present a lecture
entitled_"Body Language: A Cross-Cultural Perspective"
in the Rittenberg Lounge of Mather Hall. The talk is
given in conjunction with the Latin American Studies
Program and is cosponsored by the Anthropology, In-
ternational Studies, History and Modern Language De-
partments.
Thurs, Feb 15 8:00 PM
In conjunction with Black History Month, Bobby
Seale, a former member of The Black Panther Party, will
deliver a lecture en titled, "The Black Panther Party." The
talk will be held in the Washington Room of Mather
Hall and a reception will occur immediately following
the lecture in Rittenberg Lounge.
Chapel Happenings
Wednesday, February 14
530 FM . , . .Carjllcm Guild
Sunday, February-18
100 PM - EpiscppalHoly Eucharist
' - _ Rev^iftiptt Starr, Chaplain




Andrew Lloyd Webber's kaleidoscopic musical, "Jo-
seph and the Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat" opens
at the Bushnell and plays through February 18. The
production stars Sam Harris who is appearing directly
from his Broadway debut in "Grease." Performances are
nightly at 8 PM with Saturday and Sunday matinees at
2 PM. Ticket prices range from $45.50 to $25.20. For
more information, contact the Bushnell Box Office at
(860)246-6807.
Thurs, Feb 15 8:00 PM
The Haydn-Trio of Vienna, Austria will perform at
the Jorgensen Auditorium of the University of Con-
necticut. The evening's program will consist of Haydn's
Trio in G major, Mendelssohn's Trip in C minor, and
Schubert's Trio in E-f lat major. Ticket prices range from
$12 to $8 and are available through the box office. For
more ticket information, call 486-4226.
Sat, Feb 17 11:00 AM
Trinity College Professor of Music Gerald Moshell
will deliver a lecture at the Bushnell Memorial Theater
entitled, 'Joseph: Webber's Amazing Technicolor Score."
The show will be showing at the Bushnell from Febru-
ary 13 through 18. This particular lecture is part of the
Bushnell's Broadway Lecture Series. Although there is
no cost, audience members should call 246-6807 for
reservations.
Sat, Feb 17 Noon
The Music and Arts Management Association of the
Hartt School Of Music at the University.of Hartford is
sponsoring a day of seminars entitled, "Succeeding
With Integrity," The seminars will deal with ethical
concerns of the business and entertainment worlds as
well as recent issues that have had an effect on the in-
dustry. Admission is $5 for the general public and free
for anyone with a University of Hartford I.D. Call (860)
768-7420 for more information.
Sun, Feb 18 4:00 PM
The Woodland Concert Series presents the Wood-
land Scholars at the Immanuel Congregational Church
Wlarfftftft •L#ff Mfeft dfrMoMfmMcimd organ-
ist at the church, leads this a capella singing croupe.
Prices are $7 for the general public and $5 for students
and senior citizens. For more information, call (203)
5 2 7 - 8 1 2 1 . / . •••.-/• - .. ' •..••• : • • v :.
CINESTUDIO
Casino (R) Wed-Sat 7:30 PM
(1995) Director Maitin Scorsese Written by Nicholas Pileggi and Scorsese, based on the book by Pileggi. Cast:
Robert De Niro, Sharon Stonejoe Pesci.James Woods. The ill-fated relationship of the Mafia, an old world organiza-
tion with a baroque code of honor, with the quintessentially American Las Vegas, is fertile ground for Scorsese's elec-
trifying new film. Robert De Niro stars as Frank "Lefty" Rosenthal, a cautious man whom the Mob picks to run their
casinos. Cautious, that is, until he falls for the flashy Ginger McKenna, in a spectacular performance by Sharon Stone.
Their turbulent marriage tilts towards self-destruction,, with no help from Lefty's violent sidekick (Joe Pesci). Filled
with Scorsese's famed virtuosity, Casino also brings a reflective sense of maturity to his body of work. 175 min.
Black Is, Black Ain't ( N R ) F r i - Sat 10:55 PM
' - (1994) Written and direct^ by Marlon Riggs/ With: Marlon Riggs; Angela Davis, bell hodks, BillT.Jones, and more.
The last film of Marlon Riggs, who died of AIDS in 1994, is a celebration of the diversity within the African American
community. Like his Emmy-award-winning Tongues Untied, this film is stimulating, angry, poetic, and completely
unafraid to tell the truth. Riggs traveled across the county, talking with people from Mississippi to Los Angeles; With
those interviews, mixed with dance, music and poetry, Riggs manages to embrace the many faces of black America,
be they straight or gay, male or female, light or dark, radical or conservative. "A dense, sizzlinggumbo of thought and
emotion-the essential Riggs statement." -Edward Guthman, San Francisco Chronicle. Winner, 1995 Sundance Film
Festival Filmmakers Trophy, 87 min. ; . . : • ,.
I Am Cuba (NR) Sun 2:30 PM; Sun - Tue 7:30 PM
(Russia/Cuba, 1964) Director: Mikhail Kalatozov. Screenplay by Yevgeny Yevtushenko and Enrique Pineda Barnet.
Music by Carlos Farinas. Cast: Luz Maria Collazo, Jean Bouise, Sergio Corrieri. Released for the first time in the States
through the efforts of Martin Scorsese and Francis Ford Coppola, I Am Cuba is the once-in-a-lifetime collaboration of
director Mikhail Kalatozov (The Cranes are Flying) and writers Yevgeny Yevtushenko and Enrique Pineda Barnet, Set
in pre-Castro Cuba, it was intended as Communist propaganda, but*ended up a wildly seductive tour-de^force of
image and sound. The film opens in decadent Havana, witnesses the inequities of the sugar cane fields, and inevitably
leads to Castro's mountainside guerillas. "I Am Cuba is that rarities of rarities - a genuine hidden treasure." - Martin
Scorsese. "They're going to be carrying ravished film students out of the theatre on stretchers!" - Terrence Rajferty, The
New Yorker. 141 min. . , ,
Persuasion (PG) Wed - Sat 7:30 PM
(Britain, 1995) Director: Roger Mitchell. Screenplay by Nick Dear, based on.the novel by Jane Austen. Cast: Amanda
Root, Ciaran Hinds, Susan Fketwood, Corin Redgrave. An intelligent and romantic adaptation of Jane Austen's novel
that feels remarkably relevant, while carefully retaining its 19th century manners. 103 min.
compiled by Christine McCarthy McMorris
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ART
Tues, Feb 13 7-30 P M
Professor Alison E Richard, Provost of Yale Univer-
sity and former director of the Peabody Museum, will
deliver a program entitled "Madagascar: Past, Present,
and Future." This is in conjunction with the museum's
series featuring remote and exotic parts of the world,
and their inhabitants. Billed as a cultural immersion
course, the series will focus upon off-the-beaten path
travel opportunities. Richard is currently a Professor
of Anthropology and Environmental Studies at Yale.
Cost for the program is $25 and it takes place at the
Peabody Museum in New Haven. For more informa-
tion, call (203) 432-5099.
Sat, Feb 17 1:00 PM
Lois Eldridge, one of the featured artists whose work
is currently on display at the Farmington Valley Arts
Center, will be delivering a talk and a demonstration.
Eldridge is part of the Connecticut Potters Cooperative
Association, which is the featured exhibit at the arts
center through March 17. Gallery hours are Wednes-
days through Saturdays, 11 AM to 5 PM and Sundays 12
PM to 4 PM. For more information, call (860) 678-1867.
Tues/Feb20 4:00 PM
The University of Connecticut's William Benton
Museum of Art is pleased to present a slide lecture en-
titled, "Relics, Reliquaries, and Religious Women: Visu-
alizing the Holy Virgins of Cologne." Joan A. Holliday
of the University of Texas' Department of Art and Art
History will be featured. The general public is welcome
to attend this lecture. Call (860) 486-4520.
Through March 10
Featured at the Wiedner Gallery of the Austin Arts
Center is Patricia Tillman's exhibition entitled, "Sculp-
ture." The various concepts that Tillman is concerned
with include life, death, attachment, and separation.
Tillman is an assistant professor in the Department of
Fine Arts at Trinity College. Gallery hours are Monday
through Friday, 12:30 PM to 5:30 PM, and Saturday and
Sunday, 1:00 PM. Admission to the exhibit is free to ev-
eryone.
Political Science Contest
The Trinity College Department of Political Science
is once again sponsoring its "Ferguson Prizes in Gov-
ernment." The contest commemorates the lace Profes-
sor Henry Ferguson, who graduated from Trinity in
1868. Any essay submitted for any undergraduate
course, tutorial, or seminar in the department during
the academic year. Cash prizes are $600 for first place
and $400 for second place. All essays must be submit-
ted to the Chairman of the Department of Political Sci-
ence by March 22.
Library Workshops
If you are interested in learning more about the
library's electronic catalog system, attend a workshop
to be held on Thursday, February 15 at 4 PM. The ses-
sion is being offered by the library's Reference and In-
structional Services Department. Please call Linda
McKinney at 297-5342 if you plan to attend a workshop
or for more information. Please note that more work-
shops will be conducted sporadically throughout the
Video Production Scouting
The American College Health Association is scout-
ing campuses nationwide looking for a student, age 18
or older, to produce a video designed to educate young
adults on genital herpes. Entrants must submit an
original, 30-second message which provides informa-
tion about this malady. The winner will receive a
$10,000 scholarship, a trip to New York City, and a
chance to assist in the professional production of the
actual public service announcement. For more infor-
mation, call (212) 886-2250 or e-mail the associationat
HerpesPSA@aol.com.
Arts Classes Catalog Available
The Farmington Valley Arts Center announces the
new spring/summer catalog is now available by call-
ing 678-1867. The arts center offers nearly a hundred
classes and workshops for children, teens and adults in
a wide variety of artistic fields. All instructors are ex-
perienced teachers who have received training in vari-
ous parts of the country and abroad. The arts center
houses studios where 45 artists work, and a gallery with
contemporary American craft gifts
Wednesday, February 14
10:00 PM "Black Wednesday Movies" in the
Cave.
Friday, February 16
8:00 PM Tickets to the Bushnell's perfor-
mance of "Joseph and the Amaz-
ing Technicolor Dreamcoat" are
available in Student Activities.
Transportation provided.
Saturday, February 17
7:00 PM Attentionhockey fans: travel with
your fellow fans from Trinity to
see the Hartford Whalers face the
Buffalo Sabres at the Civic Center.
Tickets through Student Activi-
ties.
For more information on these and other activities,
call the Student Life Resource Center at 297-2170.
1
EllTl Theater - New Britain Avenue, next to Shawmut Bank
Prices: $3.50 general admission
For schedule information, call 232-2820
All times are valid through Thursday, February 15
Father Of the Bride 2 (PG) 7:15 PM, 9:40 PM
The American President (PG-13) 7:00 PM, 9:30 PM
Showcase Cinema - 3250 Berlin Turnpike
Prices: $5.50 adults; $3.50 senior citizens and children
For schedule information, call 666-1401
All times are valid through Thursday, February 15
Grumpier Old Men (PG-13) 7:10 PM, 9:15 PM
Bridges Of Madison County (PG-13) 7:00 PM, 9:25 PM
Bio-dome (PG-13) 7:20 PM
Eye For An Eye (R) 9:30 PM
Showcase Cinema - 936 Silver Lane
Prices: $7.25 general admission; $4.50 matinees before 6:00 PM
For schedule information, call 568-8810
All times valid through Thursday, February 15
White Squall (PG-13) 1:20 PM, 4:05 PM, 7:10 PM, 9:50 PM, 12:20 AM
Waiting To Exhale (R) 1:25 PM, 4:00 PM, 7:05 PM, 9:35 PM, 12:00 AM
Twelve Monkeys (R) 1:00 PM, 3:50 PM, 7:15 PM, 9:55 PM, 12:25 AM
Toy Story (G) 12:30 PM, 2:20 PM, 4:10 PM, 6:00 PM
The Juror (R) 12:30 PM, 2:55 PM, 5:15 PM, 7:35 PM, 10:00 PM, 12:30 AM
Restoration (R) 1:15 PM, 4:25 PM, 7:25 PM, 9:45 PM, 11:55 PM
Jumanji (PG) 1:30 PM, 4:20 PM, 7:30 PM, 9:40 PM, 11:45 PM
Heat (R) 12:55 PM, 4:15 PM, 8:00 PM, 11:15 PM
Dusk Till Dawn (R) 4:40 PM, 7:00 PM, 9:20 PM, 11:35 PM
Dunston'Checks In (PG) 12:40 PM, 2:40 PM
Don't Be A Menace (R) 7:50 PM, 10:10 PM, 12:10 AM
Broken Arrow(R) 12-30 PM 1:00 PM, 2:50 PM, 3:20 PM, 5:10 PM, 5:40 PM, 7:30 PM, 8:00 PM, 10:00 PM, 10:20 PM, 12:20 AM
Black Sheep (PG-13) 12:45 PM, 2:45 PM, 4:45 PM, 7:45 PM, 10:15 PM, 12:05 AM
Bed Of Roses (PG) 12:50 PM, 3:05 PM, 5:05 PM, 7:20 PM, 9:25 PM, 11:30 PM
Beautiful Girls (R) 12:35 PM, 3:00 PM, 5:20 PM, 7:40 PM, 10:05 PM, 12:20 AM
Spring Break 1996
TRAVEL FREE!!!
Jamaica, Cancun, Bahamas, Panama City,
Daytona, Padre
***Great low, low prices
***Free Trip on only 15 sales
Call for a FREE information packet!
Sun Splash Tours (800) 426-7710
SPRING BREAK IN CANCUN & NASSAU
FROM JUST $299, NOT INCLUDING GOVERN-
MENT TAXES





TAKE A BREAK STUDENT TRAVEL
WORKING FOR GLOBAL JUSTICE
Spend a Year Overseas And/Or
Come To American University's
Career Conference




CANCUN AND JAMAICA FROM $299
AIR, HOTEL, TRANSFERS, PARTIES &
MORE!
ORGANIZE SMALL GROUP - EARN
FREE TRIPS PLUS COMMISSIONS!
CALL (800) 822-0321
Earn $500 - $1,000 Weekly Stuffing
Envelopes!








IF YOU CAN BEAT THESE PRICES,






Cancun & Jamaica From $399
Air, Hotels, Parties, & MUCH MORE!
Organize a small group and earn a FREE
trip plus CA$H
Call (800) 595-9997 NOW!
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Connecticut Club Scene Hanging By A Thread... Almost
BY KAREN WALTER
Arts Editor
Despite the recent expansion of ell and
gee's, a tiny, sweltering club in New Lon-
don, to a bona fide franchise (there is
now an ell and gee's 2, somewhere else),
the Connecticut club scene just isn't
what it was back in the seventies. What
places there are tend to be similar and
cater to similar audiences— the preppie/
there is a large enough dance floor— not
at all the case in New London. However,
the Sting is very strict about ID and other
aspects of night life. If you go there, you
will wait in line only to be patted down
by a female employee looking for drugs.
That may sound enticing to Trinity guys,
but as a woman, I'd rather not repeat the
experience.
Another local club, which you don't
even need a car to get to, is the Munici-
pal Cafe in downtown Hartford, at 485
Connecticut just isn't the home of a thriving
underground music scene.
deadhead crowd, for instance.
The problem, though, isn't necessarily
a lack of good spots. There are several
clubs in the state. However, Connecticut
just isn't the home of a thriving under-
ground music scene. It's not like, say, Ath-
ens, Georgia or Seattle.
Besides ell and gee's, in-state clubs in-
clude the inevitable Sting in New Britain.
The Sting is a fun club to.go to because
Main Street. The Muni books good bands
on a fairly consistent basis. However it is
a small place, and most shows there are
21 and over— on different nights, they
may or may not be carding people, so you
take your cha nces if you're not legal. The
Globe Theater in Norwalk is a cool place,
with a balcony over the dance floor and
an impressive lighting system.lt may





But coming to an open house is ihefirst step.
T hinking about lawschool? Western NewEngland College School
of Law offers full and part-time
programs and is the only
Massachusetts law school
outside of Boston accredited
by the American Bar Associa-
tion and the Association of
American Law Schools.
Top Ratings for Student
Satisfaction and
Faculty Publishing
Western New England College
School of Law was rated in
the top 10% for student
satisfaction according to the .
latest National Jur/st/Princeton
Review survey. And our
professors were ranked in
the top 25% for publication
volume in the most recent




Come to our Prospective
Student Open House on
Saturday, February 24 and
find out everything you need
to know about law admissions,
financial aid, legal careers, and
our unique student-centered
programs. Now that you have
thought about law school, take
the next step and visit us on
February 24. There is no charge
to attend this conference.
Free childcare provided for
children over three years of
age. Advance registration is
preferred.
Open House Saturday, February 24
1:00 - 4:30 pm S. Prestley Blake Law Center
1215 Wiibraham Rd., Springfield, MA 01119
1-800-782-6665
• Admissions and financial aid information
• Mock law class
• Curriculum and career planning sessions
• Reception with faculty; students and staff
• Tours start noon -1 pm
Western New •England College
School of Law
Visit us on the World Wide Web at
http://wvwv.law.wnec.edu
The legendary Toad's Place in New
Haven attracts the biggest and most
well-known acts who visit this piddly
little state. When bands like R.E.M. come
to Hartford, their opening acts often play
a night at Toad's in between larger shows.
Outside of Connecticut, there are
plenty of good places in Rhode Island,
Massachusetts and, naturally, New York.
A couple of better-known clubs in Mas-
sachusetts are Pearl Street, a good-sized
place located in Northampton, and
Woody's Roadhouse, with its tavern-like
decor. Yes, there really is a Woody, you
can find him behind the bar on most
nights.
Providence is home to Lupo's and The
Living Room. The Living Room is a re-
decorated car wash. It's huge compared
ing sold from a beat-up van, and the
smallness of the dance floor is made up
for in closeness to the band.
All of the Connecticut clubs men-
tioned above showcase mainly classic
rock bands, with the exception of Toad's,
where just about everybody has played
once. That's the frustrating aspect of try-
ing to see a band in state— the lack of
variety displayed in the acts clubs book
on a regular basis. A certain niche of
musical taste is cultivated, to the exclu-
sion of all other styles.
Part of this is due to what appears as
apathy in the minds of the people who
belong to the club-hopping demo-
graphic. Even at a lot of these places on
a show night, the audience can be numb
and listless to the point of seeming re-
Yes, there really is a Woody, you can find him behind
the bar on most nights.
to ell and gee's, and most Connecticut
clubs in general. Carding seems to be
done on a random basis there.
In New York, the Wetlands is a cool
place to go. The theme is the consum-
mate evil of the Mitsubishi corporation
in terms of environmental transgres-
sions. But there is a bar across from the
petition boards and bumper stickers be-
tarded.
The lack of excitement does nothing
to inspire the bands, naturally, or to in-
cite audience participation except in the
form of "Pat Benatar! Play Pat Benatar
music!" Still, there are interesting and
professional local bands worth checking
out. You just have to find a place you like,
and be there on the right night.
After Dark Finally Performs
BY AMY HAM
Arts Writer
Saturday, February 10 brought the
gala A capella event that Trinity has
been waiting for. After Dark performed
along with the Clark University Coun-
terpoints.
Dark decided to do a trio medley of "Mr.
Bassman" with Mike Bradley '98 on lead,
Rob Cibotti '97 presented "Girls" by the
Beastie Boys, and finally "I Wonder
Why" performed by Artie Kalos.
After a short break Mike Bradley re-
turned to play acoustic guitar for two
songs "Alone" and "Sunshine". After re-
turning to full group form, Jason Will-
iams '99 performed the ballad "If I Ever
Counterpoints from Wooster, Massachu-
setts entertained the packed crowd at the
Bistro with songs such as "For the Long-
est Time" by Billy Joel, "Walking on Sun-
shine" by KG and the Sunshine Band,
and "Psycho Killer" by Talking Heads.
The all female A capella group's most
entertaing song was "ing". This song was
a distinct relative to. the Trinitones
quirky adverbial "ly".
Once they were finished After Dark
took the stage with "Anyday" sung by
Artie Kalos '96. Immediately following
Jeff-Pyle '97 pleased the Disco Inferno
crowd with "Hooked On A Feeling".
. After Dark decided to rekindle the
flame and sing a few favorites from their
compact disc "13 Pints of Bitter".
Included in this trip down memory
lane was "Jack and Diane" with a special
appearance by Adam- Murphy '94,
"Streets of the Bronx", and "In the Still of
the Night".
For a special twist to the show After
Ryan Saulnier '97 sang "Blue Moon"
and the group original "Dream Woman".
Wrapping up their hour long perfor-
mance the group dueted with The
Clarke Counterpoints and sang "It's
Alright", a classic favorite.
The night seemed to be an overall suc-
cess. The Bistro was packed and all were
quite enthused by the 70's attired After
Dark. ,
As always, the music was great and a
good time was had by all. It was an im-
pressive showing by the current lineup
of. one of Trinity's favorite a cappella
groups.
The group presented themselves well,
and were in top form. Ernesto Anguilla
'99 was a new addition to the group as of
the end of last semester.
Missing from the group was Sam
Tassinari '96. It was quite an enjoyable
evening, and this writer would like to say
"thanks" to After Dark producing a fun
show.
The Gillette Company
Talented Seniors looking for a
challenging career:
Learn about the role- of the Human
Resources function within a
successful Fortune 200 company,
Thursday, February 15,1996
Alumni Lounge 7pm
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For Colored C/r/s...Gives
Glimpse Of Urban Life
R. B. DAVIDSON MACLAREN
Copy Editor
The set was simply crafted, made
of wood and piping, unadorned by
embellishment or decoration. For the
audience of the Trinity College
Earthcone's performance of Ntozake
Shange's choreropoem For Colored
Girls Who Have Considered Suicide/
When the Rainbow is Eriuf, Garmany
Hall was transformed into the neigh-
borhood balconies and brothels of St.
of music and dance.
As the Lady in Yellow, Joy Scott '96
delivered a beguiling performance.
With a shapely turn of her hip and a
mischevious stare, she spoke of hand- -
some young men and the remem-
brance of slow dances and turbulent
embraces.
Sharon Fernandes '96, the Lady in
Blue, painfully depicted the loneliness
and distress of pregnancy beyond
wedlock, and LaFleur Small '98, the
Lady in Green, acted with strength
and attitude toward the robbery of her
through a performance I have seen matched only by
the most accomplished of professional theater
companies, the experiences of Black women raised in
the sfreets andbrowmtones of these cities were brought
to the stage of Austin Arts Center by an impressive
and intirnpite group of young actresses.
Louis, New York and New Orleans.
Through a performance I have,
seen matched only by the most ac-
complished of professional theater
companies, the experiences of Black
women raised in the streets and
brownstones of these cities were
brought to the stage of Austin Arts
Center by an impressive and inti-
mate group of young actresses.
Dramatically, Shange's
choreopoem was presented as a se-
quence of indepedent monologues
weaved together by the ardor of
Black wometfs voices and the sensu-
ous choreography of Director
Frances Sharp and first-year student
Jacqueline Welch.
Each of these monologues featured
a particular member of the cast, and .
endearments and possessions.
To close the piece, Therelza Watson
'98, delivered an unequaled perfor-
mance of rage, pain and remorse, of
sentiment so horrible that it left few
in the audience unaffected. Her act-
ing should be awarded.
ForCohredGirts WhoHaveCansid-
ered Suicide/When The Rainbow Is
gnu/was directed by Frances Sharp
and performed by. actresses Sharon
Fernandes '96, Monetha Harris '96,
Natalie LeBlanc '98, Joy Scott '96,
LaFleur Small '98, Natasha Stacey '96,
Rachel Walden '96, Therelza Watson
'98, and Jacqueline Welch'99. The
drama was performed February 8th-
10th in Austin Arts Center's black box
theater, Garmany Hall.
V chat the Earthtpne's Com-
ban life of adversity and misfortune
tempered by humor and the passions
run from Austin Arts Center.
deserved.




A large crowd showed up at
Cinestudio last Thursday night to see a
preview showing of the new Al Pacino
vehicle City Hall This anxious crowd
was definitely disappointed. Though a
bold attempt to portray the chaotic na-
ture of New York City politics, the movie
falls short on its contrived plot and hokie
sion to get to the bottom of the ever
thickening mystery.
If this movie were going to be judged
on its performances alone this movie
might pass muster. Cusack is likable as
ever. Pacino is his usual powerful self,
demanding attention whenever he lopes
across the screen.
In supporting roles, Danny Aiello is
brilliantly cast as an old boy political
boss, and David Paymer was perfect as
Pacino's Menschy chief of staff. The no-
Reach your goa
Study abroad.
The. choices youmake today buildyour prospects for
tomorrow. Choose to study
abroad. An experience in
another country will help
you to visualize, define and
reach your goals. Take the
first step and call for our
free catalogs today. Specify
Australia, Great Britain,
Greece, Ireland, Austria,





Center for Education Abroad
Unfortunately, this terrific cast was weighed down by
a very poorly written script. The disjointed plot which
skipped from one revelation to another was just too
contrived to be believable.
dialogue.
The story revolves around Kevin
Calhoun (valiantly portrayed by John
Cusack), a young Louisiana political
junkie who has moved to New York to
serve as Deputy Mayor to the dynamic
and idealistic Mayor John Pappas (Al
Pacino). Together, they cut through a
mass of red tape to get things done in the
"greatest city in the world."
This well oiled political machine is
ground to a halt when a police detective
and a scumbag drug dealer are both
killed in a shady incident on a busy
street corner in Brooklyn.
A young boy is caught in the crossfire
and a furor is set off over the drug deal-
ers probation, ( he happens to be the
nephew of a John Gotti type mobster).
When the sterling reputation of the po-
lice officer are called into question a
young Lawyer (Bridget Fonda), is called
in to protect his good name.
Cusack and Fonda then go on a mis-
table exception to these fine perfor-
mances was Bridget Fonda. Basically,
Fonda plastered a fake smile and earnest
look onto her face for all of her scenes
and mailed it in from there.
Unfortunately, this terrific cast was
weighed down by a very poorly written
script.
The disjointed plot which skipped
from one revelation to another was just
too contrived to be believable. Unlike,
other urban political intrigue films,
Serpico and True Colors, starring Pacino
and Cusack respectively, 1 never believed
this incident could happen.
Pacino, a truly great actor, almost pulls
this film out of the muck. But even this
Icon of America cinema couldn't be con-
vincing delivering a speech at the boy's
funeral that was so utterly stupid, it had
people in the theater laughing.
Cusack Pacino, and Aiello do their best
to pull this movie off, but even great ac-
tors can't overcome a horrible script.
JOIN A WIUNING TEAM!!
BUSINESS DATA SERUICES, INC.
Business Data Services, Inc. (BDS) is a leading client/serv-
er systems development firm looking for top quality students
to join our team in any of our four office locations in
Connecticut, Illinois, New York or Virginia.
BDS provides a comprehensive training
program. We offer the opportunity to .
work in the latest and most exciting
tools and technologies: UNIX, Windows
NT, PowerBuilder, Visual Basic, C/C++,
TCP/IP, Oracle, Sybase, Informix, etc.
You will be working along side the best
technical talent in the industry.
If you are self-motivated person, looking for an exciting
challenge as a Programmer/Analyst and graduating with
Computer Science, MIS or related degrees, Please visit us
at our Information Session on February 15th from 7:00-
8:00PM in Terrace Room C, Mather Hall, 2nd Ffoor.
On-campus interviews will be held on February 26th.
BDS
Business Data Services, Inc.
Corporate Address
78 Eastern Boulevard, Glastonbury, CT 06033
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Broken Arrow' Isn't A Bomb, But Entertaining Performance
BY JEFF CROSS
Arts Writer
"Take it. It's yours." (holds out a $20
bill)
"Ifyoudidn'tgiveityourbestshot.then
1 don't want it."
"No, I mean it. It's yours. 1 took from
your wallet while you were in the
shower."
—Riley Hale and Vic Deakins
For the people of the Tom Clancy
technothriller set who are waiting in
earnest for "Without Remorse" to hit the
screensjohn Woo's latest action/nuclear
blackmail flick "Broekn Arrow" from
Twentieth Century Fox will definitely
hold them over, as the title is Pentagonese
for a missing nuclear weapon.
Veteran Air Force bomber jockeys
Major Vic Deakins (John Travolta, "Get
Shorty") and Captain Riley Hale (Chris-
tian Slater, "Bed of Roses") have been re-
cently assigned to McMurran Air Force
Base in order to test the new B-3 stealth
bomber's antidetection setup by flying
a low-level run through a Utah national
park with two live thermonuclear war-
heads in the bomb bay.
However, Deakins has been passed
over for promotion more than a few
times and feels that he needs to prove to
the world that he is always right; he as-
sembles a group of renegade soldiers
(among which is ex-LA Raiders defen-
sive end Howie Long in more than a to-
ken role as Kelly, an Air Force nuke
recovery team) who meticulously plot a
scam to steal the nukes and blackmail
Washington out of $250 million.
tingency: Kelly lies to headquarters
about a radiation leak from the bombs
in order to keep some gunships away.
The abandoned copper mine that Hale
and Terry pick to stash the nukes in af-
ter they steal them back from Deakins
had already been scouted by Deakins for
detonating one of the bombs under-
ground.
Travolta was both cool and quirky in his first bad-
guy ro!e..."Broken Arrow" is a spectacular movie.
Deakins tries to kill Hale in the plane
during the flight but ends up knocking
Hale out and ejecting him to prevent him
from interfering.
Meanwhile at the Pentagon, the Sec-
retary of Defense (Kurtwood Smith, "Os-
car") and the joint Chiefs of Staff is going
haywire over the loss of the plane and
how to keep a lid on it all.
Working on cover stories and other
forms of damage control while trying to
piece together what happened.
Hale survives the encounter and
meets up with Park Ranger Terry
Carmichael (Samantha Mathis, "Little
Women").
He enlists to help him track down and
disable the nukes after a brief knockr
down fight when she holds a gun on him.
Unfortunately for them, Deakins' boys
are all too well-prepared for every con-
To enhance the threat, the nukes are
rigged to arm themselves when Hale
tries to disable one of them by entering
incorrect arming codes.
The electromagnetic pulse from the
underground nuke explosion conve-
niently brings down a Nuclear Emer-
gency Sear.ch Team helicopter holding
Deakins and Kelly at bay.
"Broken Arrow" is a spectacular movie.
Travolta seems both cool and quirky in
his first bad-guy role of Deakins, who
calmly deals with every form of resis-
tance that Hale offers up.
It is a strikingly different role from the
charming characters he played in "Pulp
Fiction" and "Get Shorty".
At the same time he schemes to use his
share of the blackmail money to buy 5%
of Volvo and sleep soundly knowing he's
helping make the safest cars in the world.
Slater made Hale into a hopeful pilot
who enjoys his work because of the
multi-billion-dollar airplanes he gets to
fly as well as the fun of playing God with
them.
Mathis1 portrayal of Terry was well
done due to the strong force of will she
manages to show.
Despite the threat of searing hot death
lurking over her shoulder— in the form
of either the nuclear blast or Deakins
holding a gun to her head and making
her enter the arming code to the second
nuke.
In fact, the only real problem I had
with the movie was the B-3 itself; I didn't
think it looked particularly stealthy, but
since it wasn't the focus of the film, it re-
ally didn't matter.
I advise that you get to the theater
early to lay your money down for Broken
Arrow, because the lines will get really
long if you wait.
However, be advised that it is some-
what one-dimensional, with plenty of
helicopter explosions and not much in
the way of a realistic plot or character
development.
"Broken Arrow" delivers in terms of
what people expect from a typical action
movie. But, like most other action flicks,
it loses in believability and subtlety
what it makes up for in fancy stunts and
big screen explosions, and creative death
scenes.
Walt Mink's Debut CD Shows Mixed Influences
BY KAREN WALTER
Arts Editor
As first albums go, this one isn't bad.
I'd. even say it's decent. The only thing
wrong with it (in my opinion) is John
Kimbrough's vocals. His voice comes
across as too cloying and mellow for
these studio tracks. Live it is more im-
pressive. However, the mix of psyche-
delic guitars and sweet, shallow lyrics
doesn't go well with such a high voice.
"Settled" is one of the acoustic tracks
on the album. They are slower than the
other songs on the CD. However, in gen-
eral,-Walt Mink's "El Producto" is distin-
guished by an odd percussion style that
creates for each song a sort of unnatural
rhythm. . ,
On "Little Sister", for example, the in-
troduction of the song is a tangled web
of guitars arid fighting rhythms. Bassist
Candice Belanoff and drummer Orestes
Morfin can't seem to agree on the basic
tempo of the tune, which characterizes
•every song on the album.
All of the songs are written by
Kimbrough", which'accounts for their
similarity in terms of style and feel. Also
hampering the band's ability to be more
diverse is the fact that it is a three-man
band, with a single guitar player and, no'
special additional instruments any of
the members bring into the studio.
: The band has an overall interesting
sound, but one that still feels incomplete.
They need to find that one missing ele-
ment that could tie everything together
and at the same time add complexity
and diversity to their songs, all of which
seem similar.
One reason for this lack of develop-
ment throughout the album, a lack of
progression, may be the fact that every
song was written by a single person.
Walt Mink is manned by competent
musicians, and their songwriter shows
real talent. He genuinely has someriiing
to offer to the genre of rock music.
However, he needs to both work with
another songwr i ter to see what happens
and to try out new singers with the band.
Though he may be the creative genius
behind the formation of the band, he
needs to expose his songwriting to other
influences and new ideas if the band is
to grow.
Still, such tracks as "Love in the Da-
kota" demonstrate Kimbrough's essen-
Walt Mink, the trio with a new album out on the Atlantic label KEN SORES
tial talent and future potential.
Walt Mink plays a mixture of punk,
pop and psychedelic that is surprisingly
eclectic in such a small and apparently
limited band. Throughout their short
career, which includes two previous al-
bums released on independent labels, the
band has toured with such grunge leg-
ends as the Seattle-based Mudhoney, as
well as Soul Asylum and Evan Dando's
Agnello project. ••; •
Mink's two previous albums came out
on the indie label Caroline. The first was
called "Miss Happiness", while the sec-
ond was entitled "Bareback Ride". John
Kimbrough, the group's lead singer and
songwriter, describes "Bareback Ride" as
a much more live-sounding record than
their debut album was.
Besides being talented and knowing
The Minneapolis-based Walt Mink, whose three
original members met while in college, named their
band after a favorite psychology professor.
band, the Lemonheads.
The Minneapolis-based Walt Mink,
whose three original members met
while in college, named their band after
a favorite psychology professor. He
claims to be flattered by the usage of his
name.
Walt Mink co-produced the album "El
Producto" with John Agnello, who has
worked with The Breeders and with Di-
nosaur Jr., among others.
Besides having toured with more fa-
mous bands as mentioned above, Walt
Mink appeared this past weekend at
Trinity as the opening act for Buffalo
Tom. Buffalo Tom is another John
how to write songs, it helps to have fa-
mous and powerful friends. Walt Mink
met, early on in their career, another
band called Babes in Toyland.
Out of that friendship came
opportunitites for a gig at the New Mu-
sic Seminar. This was a crucial develop-
ment in the band's career.
"SPIN" magazine describes
Kimbrough's singing by referring to the
album's "helium-sucking vocals". In this
aspect, every listener seems to have ex-
actly the same reaction to Walt Mink's
music: the quirky rhythms and fast
paced guitars combined with
Kimbrough's scary, sort of unappealing
vocal style. It is a very strange voice,
again, rather high for a man's voice and
yet kind of mellow and half-asleep.
Walt Mink is often compared with
and described as being similar to the
Samshing Pumpkins. Kimbrough,
whose primary influences are Jimi
Hendrix's guitar work and the singer for
Husker Du, Bob Mould, acknowledges
the often-made comparison but tries to
limit it.
Walt Mink wants to be seen as a genu-
ine band on its own terms, rather than a
n instance of a type. The band works well
enough together to merit such indepen-
dent judgment and indeed it will prove
interesting in the future to see how far
their act can take them.
Though the band has already under-
gone personnel changes and survived,
losing their original drummer, it is ob-
vious that the one memebr they can not
afford to lose is John Kimbrough. He
writes all of the songs; it is the combined
influences on his own style that form the
creative essence of the band that is
known as Walt Mink. And it is his odd,
high-pitched vocals, more than any-
thing else (except perhaps for the duel-
ing rhythms exhibited by the other two
members of the group) that defines Walt
Mink's unique sound.
TRINITY COLLEGE i/aCetltines BALL
Celebrate Valentine's Day and...
"THE-SEXIEST-LIPS-IN-THE-HOUSE"
thursday nite> february i$th
f l 81 .?OPE
951-1315
GIVEAWAYS • c a p s - T-SHIRTS, etc • 1C d r a f t s ° $2 SHOTS • specials,$fe. $5 cover
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Alumnus Hank Lewis Reads On Thursday
BY AMY SHACKELFORD
Features Editor
This Thursday, February 15 in The
Faculty Club in Hamlin Hall, the En-
glish Department welcomes alumnus
Hank Lewis '89. Lewis, who is currently
a professor of Englishat Mary Washing-
ton College, will be reading from his new
collection of short stories, In the Arms of
Our Elders.
Lewis has also taught creative writing
at the University of Virginia and creative
writing and ethnic studies at Denison
University. Aside from collegiate in-
struction, Lewis has also taught litera-
ture and writing to all levels of junior
high and high school students.
Not only is Lewis a writer of fiction,
but his plays have been produced in the-
aters around the country. Some of his fic-
tion appeared in the Fall 1995 edition of
Ploughshares and in Spea king My Name,
an anthology of writing that concerns
the African-American male experience.
His newest collection, which he will
be presenting at Trinity, In the Arms of
Our Elders, was released in early 1995
and been recognized in George Garrett's
Roll of Honor. Other honors include re-
cipient of the first annual Alpha Delta
writing award, the University of
Virginia's Balch Prize for best short story
in 1993, and in 1994 he was among the
finalist of the Zora Neale Hurston/Rich-
ard Wright Foundation's Prizes for Fic-
tion.
Since graduating from Trinity merely
seven years ago, Hank Lewis has enjoyed
impressive acclaim for his work, which
is doubly noteworthy in relation to his
young age. Currently, Lewis is working
on a non-fiction project involving the
"everyday" lives of African-American
men that disputes the stereotypical, me-
dia-born images that America has be-
come accustomed to.
Hank Lewis' reading begins at 4 PM in
The Faculty Club. All are welcome and
there will be a reception and book sign-
ing following the reading.
William Henry "Hank" Lewis '89,currently a professor of English,
returns to Trinity to read from his new compilation of short stories,
In the Arms of Our Elders, this Thursday, the 15th, in The Faculty
Club in Hamlin Hall.
FILE PHOTO
Humans And Mountain Lions In Conflict
BY HELEN LIMONCELLI
Features Writer
Recently, an environmental problem
has arisen in western United States, in-
cluding California, Oregon, Colorado,
and Arizona. In these areas there is seri-
ous overcrowding of the indigenous
predatory species. Specifically, the natu-
ral habitat of the mountain lion is be-
ing displaced by houses and other forms
of'development that are pushing into
these normally "wild" territories.
.. This reduction of the natural territo-
ries of trie"mountain lion in California is
causing overcrowding and high compe-
tition as large numbers of mountain li-
ons are contained in dwindling
habitats. Also, since the mountain lion
has no natural predators and is legally
protected from hunters, the population
continues to grow and is forced to ven-
ture out of its natural habitat into hu-
man-inhabited, areas to search for
resources, such as habitats andprey.
This has resulted in mountain lion at-
tacks on humans, their pets, and their
livestock in places such as parks, subur-
ban backyards, shopping centers, and el-
ementary schools. Since 1909 in
California there has only been two hu-
man fatalities due to mountain lion at-
tacks, with the most recent occurring
only a year ago in a state park. Statistics
from 1994 show that there were 322
conflicts reported. Wildlife authorities
ended up killing ten of these mountain
lions that strayed out of the wild.
The state of California whose popula-
tion has doubled every twenty-five years
this century is contributing to theses
outcomes by continually allowing de-
velopment into territories that were
once largely inhabited by predatory ani-
mals. They have not sectioned off an area
or areas of the state for the mountain lion
in w"h,ich human-invasion and, develop- :
merit would be bannlcl. " ' """"
When development is allowed so close
to the remaining, limited mountain lion
habitat, interactions with humans are
bound to occur. In 1972, California
ba nried hunting of; the mountain lion
(except when, they pose an imminent
danger, to people or livestock), so there is
no way to keep the mountain lion popu-
lation at reasonable numbers for the
space they inhabit. This legislative de-
. cision had large support from Califor-
nian preservationists.
On the state ballot on March 26', there
will appear Proposition 197, which will
lift voter-mandated protections for
mountain lions and allow hunting of the
animals. The main sponsor of Proposi-
tion 197 is Republican State Senator, Tim
Leslie. Support is also coming from gun
lobbyists who wish to bring back hunt-
ing of mountain lions for sport.
Obviously, the mountain lion behav-
ior is directly responsible for the attacks
and killings that have occurred, however,
these animals are only reacting to the
conditions that have been imposed upon
them by humans. The quickly growing
state of California wants land for hous-
ing and sub-urban and urban develop-
ment of the state. They have easily found
this land in what used to be the moun-
,,.T? ^j t tmattHV j?r- ,
Californians have benefited from the
development, but are now paying the
price as unwanted interaction with
mountain lions is occurring. Proposi-
tion 197 may easily solve the problem at
hand, but it could also cause another:
further reduction of mountain lion natu-
ral habitat and ultimate removal of the
species from California.
To try to solve the problem, California
can vote yes to Proposition 197 and sim-
ply reduce the mountain lion popula-
tion. However, the solution could go one
step further to control the level of hunt-
ing and ban development and human
habitation in the existing mountain lion
areas. This way a reasonable size popu-
lation of mountain lions can success-
,, fully exist, in what remains of their
natural habitat, and the species can be
conserved in California without ad-





Did any of y'all watch the eleven
o'clock news on channel 30 last Thurs-
day night? If you did, you may have
caught the trailer after "ER" in which
Gerry Brooks, Newscaster- Extraodinare,
said, "President Clinton outlaws
SEX...(pause pause pause) on the
Internet!" :
Of course, he was talking about the
new Telecom bill that was passed last
week; but there was that terrifying mo-.
men t when I'was sucked into TV land,
and everything 1 heard was true:
Omigod! Can he do that?.' How is the hu-
man race going to survive? What's next,
,no candy? I can't live without candy!
I need my jelly bellies andblow pops, and
jolly ranchers and lick'em sticks and
. rammm, candy... .
That's what those sickos in the govern-
ment do, I thought. Ya know, they take •
away anything they want to, regardless
of what we think about it.
Maybe I want polluted skies! Maybe I
want everyone to have guns! Maybe I
want a big gosh darned deficit! Maybe I
want to be a paradox! Ooh! Nothing
chaps my hide more than people telling
me, a hard working, tax-paying,
maroonish-blooded AmeriCAN what to
d o . ; .
Speaking of colors associated with red,
Valentine's Day is tomorrow. Forget for a
sec that it's really just a money making
scheme invented by Hallmark. Winter is
the perfect time for this holiday. I've no-
ticed a lot of lonely and drab dudes and
dudettes walking down the Long Walk,
with their faces buried deep into their
North Face jackets. This is the time of
year for people to get a little cajones and
go for it. Send a card; write a letter;or just
stalk someone's every move.
"Trinity just isn't a dating school," is
commonly heard around here; espe-
cially among the Frosh. Bah! Get over it.
It's now or never, baby.
When Gerry passed the mike over to
Brad Field in the WVIT Storm Center
With Super-Doppler radar, I went back
to vegging out in front of the All-Know-
ing Picture Box.My daily moment of
thought had passed, and I was ex-
hausted.
So, don't worry about my ramblings,
and don't think that I think all people in
government are sickos, I just like the
word. Happy Valentine's Day.
Summer m
n New Vor
Live at New York University in the heart of Greenwich Village while
you work, do an internship, or just enjoy summer in the city.
• Minutes from New York's business and cultural centers
• Apartment-style and traditional residences, single and
double occupancy
• Outstanding sports-recreation facility ,
• Over 1,000 courses offered day and evening
Housing available May 19-August 10
For more information, call toll free
H00-771-4NYU, exf. 903
New York University is an affirmative action/equal opportunity institution.
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1 to you our Charter - the creed which we Singles - Independent
Persons -Shall follow on that dismal Hateful Heinous Holiday where the
devil with the naked butt shoots the pointy sticks into everyone's aortal
ij/c't' - amsiiw pain and blood to spout everywhere making a horrible
wcss of our lives
Here my fellow pessimists, are the rules •.
\icmenwer, these will no1, bind you. instead, they will set you free.
*1. Thou Shalt Wear Black.
Now I mean Black folks. Black, Black, Black. I want black
on your shoe laces and black on your eyes. I wanna see
black Lipstick on your teeth and black hats on your head.
This is not just any holiday - if you're gonna screw it- then
lets really screw it.
#2. Thou Shall not be civil to the opposite sex. We're talking
out-right Cruelty.
\f some stupid opposite-sexer says - "Hey what's up?'
WHAT DO YOU ANSWER??? -That's right
"What's it to yo&Budiu?
And I don't care if this guy is your? friend - what good does a
friend do you on Valentine's Day ~ is he gonna come through with
the roses??
•—? Negative on that one.
Now we're cooking^- lets move on to Number 3.
# 3 . When you see your fellow participants - say "Hey Wench,
What's Up" and then make an obscene gesture- it will get you all
in the proper mood.
# 4 . This one requires a little bit of planning - seeing as absurd
levels of anger cannot be developed on short notice. Each of you
needs to make a list - it shouldn't be hard. It is to be entitle^
LOSERS THAT HAVE TREATED ME LIKE CRAP/ '
And then simply fill up the list with all the hty jerks you've
iWgmj/gin, [the loser's name) is th^^m^^m^lave ever
met , ̂  ^
He/She has no brain, no taste, andfNO desirable-body parts.
And I am so Lucky that I am not with a frigging screw up like
that on Screw Valentine's Day.




• Unmatched academic programs
• Internships with world-class firms
• Business courses in three countries
• Generous grants and scholarships
• Placement in foreign universities
• Instruction in English or
host-country language
ITALY • ENGLAND • FRANCE
HONG KONG • SPAIN • ZIMBABWE
Syracuse University Study Abroad
119 Euclid Avenue • Syracuse, NY 13244-4170
1-800-235-3472 • DIPA@suadmin.syr.edu
Madame Zorinde
Reads The Stars For You...
AQUARIUS
JAN 2O - f E.5 18
You hate Valentine's Day, but who
doesn't? You are not a sentimental
fool and your unromanticism is the
key to your loneliness. Spend some
money for once, you cheap skate!
Hey, if you can't charm people into




You're happy from this weekend. Fi-
nally, you hit the jackpot with some-
one. Don't get your hopes up for this
holiday though. No cards and can-
dies for you, your new mate is
thoughtless and selfish. They'll ex-
pect you to buy them everything, but
don't give in. Dump 'em, on
Valentine's Day, no less. That'll show
them!
ARIES
MAR 21 -APR I?
Alrightie Aries, your patience and
hard work will finally pay off this
week. You will receive a gift on the
14th that will make your day,your
year. (Let's face it, you're desperate).
You may be a little shocked by the
contents, but let go of your modesty.
How do you feel about edible under-
wear7 You'll find out
..JJ
- TAURU5
APR 2O- MAY 20
1 don't know how you doit, but some-
how you keep them coming back.
That short blonde can't seem to leave
you alone. I know they may not seem
like your type, but give them a shot.
You have no one else to turn to and if
you play your cards right, you may
not only get lucky, but you may also
get some Valentine's Day gifts too!




You've been waiting to make your
move on that person who's caught
your eye. Well, this is the week to do
it. What better time could you ask
for? Try to be romantic, it will be
tough, but you can do it. Don't for-
get, singles are the most lonely and
vulnerable around Valentine's, so
take advantage of this. Go get 'em!
CANCER
XIN2I -JUL22
Shut up about it already! You haven't
stopped talking about Valentine's
Day since February 15th of last year!
You're constantly complaining that
no one ever sends you anything, but
why should they? Have you ever sent
anything to anyone else? That's the
problem with you Cancers...it's all
take, take, take. If you shut your
mouth and give for once, the stars
guarantee that you'll find what you
need: a good lay.
LEO
JUL2J-AUG22
Yes! This year you will finally be
treated as the king or queen of the
kingdom should. 1 am talking gifts,
no more lonely, boring Valentine's
Days for you, this will top all others.
Gifts, sex, gifts, everything you've
been waiting for! Alright, maybe not
gifts and sex, but come on, who am
I kidding? When have you ever got-
ten both in one day?
VIRGO
AUG 2-3-SETT 22
This is going to be a busy week for
you, but stop stressing out. Things
could be worse, and they will be in
the future, but let's not worry about
that now. It's the day of love tomor-
row, and the full moon this week
shows that you will be lucky in love,
so reach out and touch someone.
Yourself doesn't count.
SEJT23-OCT22
Stop trying so hard. Sit back and let
someone come to you. There's been
someone peeking over your shoulder
for a while now, but you can be hard
to approach. Wipe that frown off
your face and maybe you'll stop scar-
ing everyone away. Forget about
Valentine's, your day of love comes
on the 16th. The presence of Venus
in your chart will put you in an ab-
normally good mood and a brunette




You screwed up again. It's been a bad
week, but these next couple of weeks
will prove to be a release for all of
your pent up frustration. Stop feel-
ing alienated and pathetic. You are,
but that's beside the point. Get up the
nerve and go knock on that Sagit-
tarius' door. You won't regret it.
SAGITTARIUS
NOV22-DE.C2I
Whoa! Watch out for that Scorpio
in your life this week. They may not
normally be too hard to handle, but
this week they'll be banging your
door down. Tha t will be no problem
for you, though. You are pretty
horny yourself, and for once in your
life you won't have to put effort into
satisfying yourself. This week just





it. Venus has swiftly left your chart
and the new moon rising on the 13th
shows that your chance at meeting
that tall stranger will finally present
itself. Do yourself a favor, talk to
them. Standing in the corner and
drooling isn't getting you anywhere,
so for once in your life, DO SOME-
THING! Follow up throughout the
week and you are bound to find this
person to be a worthy companion.
Even for you, you picky pain in the
butt.
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iquash Defeated Despite Effort
BY Liz ALEXANDER
Sports Writer
The women's squash team
suffered two losses last week to
Brown and Harvard Universi-
ties, but team morale has not
faltered. "The team played so
well this week," commented
Coach Wendy Bartlett. 'They
have taken themselves to a
higher level ot play and are re-
ally working hard in practice."
The Bantams record now stands
at 8-5, vvith two more regular
season matches to be played as
well as two tournaments. The
past two matches were the last
home appearances of seniors
Meagan O'Malley, Anne Chick,
and Co-Captains Lindsay
Con way and Carolyn Young.
. #1 Harvard came to #7 Trin-
ity last Saturday ready to breeze
through all of their matches,
but they were surprised with
the effort put out by the Ban-
tams. But, the final score did not
reflect the effort and Harvard
won 9-0. "We all went into our
matches with a goal to win at
least one set against these guys,"
stated Young, "We were happy
to challenge them a bit."
The most exciting match of
the afternoon was seen in the
No. 8 match-up. Conway took
control over Harvard's Lana
Einstein leading 9-5,9-3. When
set three began Eisenstein took
control and dominated over a
tired Gonway, taking the set 9-
5. After a short break, Conway
looked energized again and was
up by a four point margin, but
the momentum suddenly
changed with. Eisenstein taking
the fourth Set 9-7. 'Finally, the
confidence of Eisenstein took
home the match with a 9-2 fifth
set victory. Still, Conway played
with extreme intensity and it
was an exciting spectacle for the
crowd. "That was the bestLind-
Trinity played well in losses to Harvard and IAURA BLACKWELL
Brown.
say has played all season!" said
Young.
"Lindsay played very well,"
explained Bartlett. "I had told
the team in our meeting before
play that I wanted them to go
out there and win or finish half
dead from trying. Lindsay
played with so much heart and
went for every ball. Her bloody
knees and swollen elbows were
the evidence." Conway's record
is a team best at 10-3, tied with
Chick and O'Malley.
The match was completed
with an offering from coach
Bartlett to her prized seniors. '
Chick, Conway, O'Malley, and
Young walked out of Ferris
with their coach's admiration
and yellow roses tied in blue rib-
bons, "All four of them have
been such a crucial-part "of trite-'
squash program. Their leader-
ship and experience will be
missed," said Bartlett.
Trinity's other match of the
week was played last Thursday
when Brown University met the
Bantams at home. Trinity lost 7-
2 to the higher ranked Brown,
but still felt good about their
performance. Impressive wins
came from seniors No. 7 Meagan
O'Malley and No. 5 Anne Chick.
Chick came out on top, in four,
winning her sets 9-5,10-8, 2-9,
9-5. O'Malley was also victori-
ous 3-1 by winning three
straight sets, after a first set loss.
"Brown has really improved
this season and they showed us
today with their high level of
skill," commented No. 8
Conway after the loss.
Trinity will be on the road for
the remainder of the season
with their next match tomor-
row afternoon at Amherst.
Bartlett believes her team is up
to this challenge, "We always
rreed to*be"ready foftrieTmex1'-
pected but I am confident in our
chances against the Lord Jeffs."
Next weekend the Bantam's ex-
pect to face tough competition
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Sports Writer •; ;•',
While the women's arid
men's swim teams, put in a val-
iant effort, this past vveek was
marked by* three close' defeats,:
With tHe season slowly corning;






: \ The men are;hopmg to im-
prove their 3-7 record this
weekend against Colby as well
as qualifying a few more indi-
viduals for the New Englands,
•Senior Captain Thomas
Appleton stated, "Colby should
,..:bea goodimeet this Saturday"
;;5pth::Golby cbrnirig off ai big
• win" this past weekend against
B T i i ^ l i d
Coast; Guard: Aca'cferhy |Q sv/iirj;
Kijjfiio f tii-
ŷ
prlssiye performance for a vic-
toty•Following their meet
agaip^CbJjyj^li^-te'airi will
t£iKe?;r̂ ao!ing- iweek to taper,
swjrnmin'g, less yardage, arid;




third with a time of 30.73 just
two seconds behind Amhersc's
leader. Tim Plant also qualified
on the one and three meter
boards for the New Englands.
The men's team now has six'
swimmers and one diver at-
tending the New Englands
held on the first weekend in
ing for the
the'23rd of Fe l i l | ^ | | | | | }&
their record clo||i||| |f|;|| | | |;'
4-6 season, Tri|i||^igfJ|;n;!
will have a stro|̂ Is|i||Wliî StiS:
eleven swimffll|||iji;€i||e
di h SIgMtfe
NCAA Hopes Fade With Losses
continued from page 20
After coming up short in one
of their best efforts of the sea-
GW is an equal opportunity institution.
AP11/95
son, the Bantams had to come
home to contend with the 15-6
Corsairs. It was a classic let-
down situation, and Trinity ap-
. peared to suffer just such a fate.
"I don't know why we didn't
get up for that game," said
Wolff. "We knew it was a big-
time game in terms of reaching
the NCAA tournament. But
there wa"s a definite lack of in-
tensity, maybe because we
played so hard in the Williams
game and we easily could have
won it."
The same could not be said
for the UMass game. The Ban-
tams trailed for virtually the
entire contest, and appeared to
be worn down by the middle of
the second half, when the Cor-
sairs put the game out of reach.
"I thought that it would be a
three or four-point game," said
Ogrodnik "But we just got worn
down. We hit a wall, and their
pressure affected our ball han-
dling."
The Bantams point guard
tandem of David Hava '97 and
Mark Lotty '96 combined for 13
turnovers.
Wolff registered a season-low
ten points, but did move into
second place on the all-time
Trinity scoring list. His 1379
points trails only the 1816 of
Ken Abere '86. Gallagher, who
has moved into the starting
line-up after sitting out the first
semester, had a career-high 15
rebounds in the loss.
With three games remaining,
any chance of a second straight
NCAA appearance looks to be
lost. And with powerful Am-
herst College awaiting the Ban-
tams on Wednesday, the team
will be sure not to look ahead to
a possible ECAC berth.
"We probably focused too
much on the tournaments the
past couple weeks," sfi-1 Wolff.
"We can't chat ' one-e •"vv>-
at-a-time philosophy. We need
to get back to enjoying winning
just for each other."
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Young Wrestlers Improve and Cain Experience
BY PETER RHOADS
Sports Writer
In what is proving to be an
excellent year, the Trinity wres-
tling team finished the week
with a 3-2 record. In prepara-
tion for the New England
Championships next week, the
Bantam grapplers won three
matches in a row.
The Bantams have been in-
jury plagued most of the season,
but now that the team can fill
some important weight classes,
they are finally capitalizing on
their success.
Although all of their matches
were well wrestled, the most
telling match last week was
against Rhode Island on Satur-
day.
The Rhode Island team fol-
lowed the chilling weather
north hoping for a victory
against a Bantam team that had
not fielded a full team in several
years.
Although the Bants came a
few weight classes short of a full
roster, they wrestled hard and
won the match up by the slim-
mest of margins- 22-21.
Starting the Bantam attack
was 126 pounder Ben Trotzer
'99, who faced Mike Giglio. Both
wrestlers were tentative at first,
feeling out the others weak-
nesses.
Trotzer took the first two
shots mixing up a double leg
and a single leg takedown, but
could not overcome the superb
sprawling by Giglio.
Although Trotzer was able to
score an escape in the second
period, the third period was all
Giglio, who scored an escape
inspiration as well. Bookman
found himself down 4-1 to
Cornicelli in the first period, but
quickly countered with his ex-
cellent bottom maneuvering in
the form of a reverse.
Bookman only took this in
stride as he countered with a
reverse and led 8-7. Taking the
match into the third period,
Bookman quickly finished off
Cornicelli with an escape, a
?ay Jones '97 grapples with his Rhode Island opponent, leading 9-1 before
pinning him late in the second period in Unit D Saturday afternoon.
LAURA BLACKWELL
and a takedown to win the
match 3-1.
The next two matches were
tough for the Bants as Jamie
Lewis '99, and Andrew
Goldstein '98 both lost their
matches with first period wins.
With 150 pounder Ty
Bookman '99, the Bants not only
found their first win, but their
Bookman, finding himself
down 4-3 in the second period,
he quickly tied the match with
an escape. Gaining confidence
the entire time Bookman
quickly scored two points on a
take down, but Rhode Island
would not quit, and after an es-
cape and a takedown Cornicelli
led 7-6.
takedown and a pin with :28
seconds remaining in the pe-
riod.
Ray Jones '97 kept the win
•streak alive by dominating his
Rhode Island opponent. Justi-
fying his high ranking in New
England, Jones combined
power and, speed to roll over his
opponent 9-1 before he pinned
him late in the second period.
Captain Vas Eliopoulos '96
showed his formidable skills in
his 177 pound match up.
Eliopoulos controlled Jorge
Cevallos from the start with a
nice double leg take down. Al-
though exposing himself with
a high ride, Eliopoulos rode
Cevallos to a technical fall with
19 seconds left in the second
period.
Although Jason Gabriele '99
gave up over seventy pounds to
his opponent, he wrestled hard,
but was not able to overcome
the weight differential and hurt
himself with 1:32 left in the first
period.
Gabriele's injury was not se-
rious, and the team had already
scored enough points to win the
match up, so the Bants looked
onward to the New England
Championships next weekend.
The major Bantam competitors
next weekend are Jones, seeded
second, and Bookman, seeded
fifth.
Assistant coach Tucker
MacLean is a three time All-
American, a three time New.En-
gland champion, and placed
third in the 1995 NCAA wres-
tling championships.
MacLean, also a rower, for the
Bantamsa 1995 Trinity graduate
predicted the team's chances
when he said, "Although a
couple of guys are seeded pretty
high, there are five or six guys
on the team that could place in
this tournament."
icr's IDi
Home of the KILLER BBQ Pork Sandwich!/
*THnity College Special* .
LARGE Pizza, Buffalo Wings, 2 Liter Soda, & a BIG hag
of Chips $16.99
Small Medium Large
$8.50Cheese Pizza - $5.50 $6.50
FRESH TOPPINGS AVAILABLE INCLUDE: Hawaiian, White, Broccoli, Fresh Garlic, Hot Pep-
pers, Hamburg, Sausage, Pepperoni, Bacon, Ham, Anchovies, Pineapple, Eggplant,
Mushrooms, Onions, Peppers, Spinach, Olives, Tomatoes, Ricotta & Low Fat Veggie
9" Grinders - $3.50-$4.00v 18" $6.50-$7.00
SPECIAL PRICES FOR TRINITY STUDENTS!!
HOURS
Monday-Thurday 10 AM - 3 AM
Friday-Saturday 10 AM - 4 AM
Sunday 12 NOON - 2 AM
527-5598 fm'
:.1"'C"'"'-.*'~~





The Trinity College men's hockey
team has struggled mightily over the
last month, dropping seven of eight
contests since returning to action for
the second semester.
This past weekend, the squad trav-
eled up to Massachusetts to face the
North Adams State Mohawks on Friday
evening and concluded the weekend
with another road contest, visiting the
Amherst Lord Jeff s on Saturday night
Though the two games were played on
the same weekend, it looked as though
two completely different Bantam
teams showed up.
Friday night's version produced one
of the best efforts of the season, hand-
ily defeating North Adams State by a
7-3 score, but Saturday's squad was un-
able to provide the same result, suffer-
ing a 6-0 defeat at the hands of
long-time rival Amherst.
Friday evening's game, despite the
score, was a highly competitive contest,
with intense play throughout on a very
smgll North Adams ice surface. After
the home squad jumped on the board
first with an early goal, the Bantams
quickly knotted the score when Mike
Burns '98 tracked down a loose puck
along the boards, beat a defender, and
fed»the puck to freshman wing Dan-
Sullivan, who wasaloneiij the slotand
rifled the puck home. : -
The contest remained deadlocked at
1-1 until, with the Bantams short*
handed, Craig Muse '97 picked upthe
pu,ck in the deiensive zone, skai
d i '
from Long at 2:55. Then, at 9:27, Rath
pounced on a loose puck in the slot and
rifled it over the goaltender's glove for
his first career goal and a 4-1 Bantam
advantage.
Just six minutes later, Muse scored
his second of the game, taking a pass
from Matt Clark '96 and firing it past
the goaltender. The teams finished the
second period with Trinity leading the
Mohawks 5-1, After the two squads
traded goals early in the final period,
the Mohawks scored at 12:05 to cut the
Bantam lead to 6-3.
But, a comeback by the home team
was not meant to be, as Bantam senior
co-captain Billy Hogan finished the
game's scoring by poking in a loose re-
bound in front at 15:13. Said Long of the
victory, "We were lucky to get out of
there with a win. They were a good
team and we took them too lightly."
While the Bantams took North
Adams State too lightly and came out
victorious on Friday evening, they were
not so fortunate against Amherst the
following night. After the teamsplayed
even hockey after a scoreless first pe-
riod, the Lord Jeffs began to pull away
in the second period, taking advantage
of several untimely Bantam penalties
and punishing the visitorson bothends
of the ice. By the time it was over, the
Bahtamshad reached maybe the low~
estpo.intdf this'vety; frustrating season,'
suffering a 6-Q defeat. Despite the Jkct
that the Bantams have played such in-
consistent hockey over the past several
weeks, they; still harbor faint hopes of
an EG ACplayoft berth with a record of
i&x •; / " :
,8 &jn| said of •
the puck in the cop corner. The goal,
which came with just one second re-
maining in the opening stanza, was "a
big.morale boost for us going into the
second'period" said sophomore wing
Titn'Rath, . - • ,' "'
In the second frame, the Bantams
picked up right wher,e they finished the,,
first, with Muse.grving trie team a two
goal cushion when he converted a pass
was just something missing out there
against Amherst on Saturday night. We
have two big,'gamesvcoraing tip this
weekend .against Bo^doin and Colby.




• day evening and'Colby cbmin'| to'town
on Saturday afternoon'. '• ' , ' '
Women's Hockey Club To
Play First Home Game
BY G A Y SIEGERT
Senior Editor
The women's hockey team is starting
to make some noise in New England.
Although the team is in its first year,
head coach Chantal Lacroix has formed
the basis for a club program that should
compete in the New England Hockey
Alliance within the next two years.
"Our team is getting talked about
around the league," said Lacroix. "We are
doing recruiting and the interest is defi-
nitely there. We just have to wait for a
rink [on campus] to be built before we
can become varsity."
The Bantams have a 3-3 record this
season, competing against various var-
sity and club teams. The team, which is
partly composed of inexperienced play-
ers has had some growing pains.
"People have improved so much this
season," said Heather Morgan '96, who is
the team's second-leading scorer with
five goals and one assist. "The commit-
ment is also there, and everyone is tak-
ing it very seriously."
While this season has been a time to
develop players, it was also a way to
showcase the program;to the Alliance,
the regional association of women's var-
sity hockey teams. The highlights of the
season include a 5-4 loss to Amherst, a
varsity team, and a 4-2 victory over Holy
Cross. , '
"Our game against Amherst was a big
test because we have to prove ourselves
to the alliance/' said Libby Seibert '96,
who has scored three goals this season.
The Bantams will lose five seniors to
graduation, but returns a strong nucleus
for next year. Leading-scorer Jory
Waldman (6 G, 5 A) will return with
linemate Heidi'Notman '99 (2 G, 1 A) on
the first line.
On defense, seniors Marnie Davidson,
Amanda Sullivan and Brooksie Rob bins
have all played well. Junior Rebecca
Jones'(^G, 2 A) is the leading blueline
scorer and will return next year with
Abiah Folger '99. In five games this year,
goaltender Caroline Olmstead '99 has a
3.80 goals-agaihst average.
The team has only been able to prac-
tice three days per week for its seven
game schedule of local varsity and club
teams. Next year, Lacroix is,expecting to
practice four days a week and expand the
schedule to at least 10 games.
The team's final game of the season is
also its only one at home. The Bantams
will take on Sacred Heart, who lost in the
teams' previous meeting, 10-2, at
Kingswood Oxford Rink this Thursday
at 8 p.m.
Bantams Fare Well In Last
Chance of Indoor Season
BY JIM RODRIGUES
Sports Editor
Over the weekend, Trinity's indoor
track teams traveled to Smith College in
Northampton, Massachusetts for the
Smith Last Chance Invitational, aptly
named not only because it is the final
meet of the season, but also because it is
the last chance for the team to qualify for
the Division III New England indoor
meet. Several teams from New England
participated in the event, including
NESCAC opponents.
This winter's season has continued to
heighten expectations for the spring as
a myriad of Bantams achieved personal
records at the meet. In all, seven Trinity
athletes bested previous career records.
Co-Captain Chuck Baker '97 improved
his 3000m time, missing a chance to au-
tomatically qualify for the Division III
New England meet by 4.8 seconds. It is
certain that he will qualify for the meet
on a provisional basis.
Sophomores Sonya and Liz Worthy
were able to qualify for the New England
meet as well with personal bests in the
women's 3000m run. Senior Co-Captain
Kathrin Phelan set a personal best time
with her second place finish in the
1000m. Yolanda Flamino extended her
brilliant freshman season by winning
her heat in the 800m and qualifying for
the New England meet.
Kim Mendall '99 won the 1500m while
Nicole Hanley '99 qualified for the New
Englands in her first time ever running
the 600m. Kate Reid '98 improved her
time in the 400m to gain the team's fi-
nal personal record.
Michelle Miller '97 placed second in
the 55m hurdles, missing first place by
only .02 seconds. Although she did not
win, she improved her time from last
week to qualify for the New England
meet, as well as gaining a provisional
qualifying time for the NCAA Division
III National meet.
The women's 4x800m relay team, con-
sisting of Flamino, Jill Romano '97, Pam
Kelley '99 and Phelan, also put together
a fantastic run on Saturday. The Ban-
tams came from behind on the last leg
of the race to pass Williams. Not only
did they win the race and qualify for
New Englands, but they ran the fastest
race of the season, earning a one seed for
the meet with a time of 9:53.8 minutes.
On the men's side, Trinity's Frank Tay-
lor '97 won the triple jump and placed
second in the long jump. He will com-
pete in both events at the New England
meet. John Karp '97 finished third in the
men's 55m dash and also earned a spot
in the New England meet.
Head Coach George Suitor could not
have been more proud of his athletes
than he was this past weekend. He felt
that the goals of the team for this winter
have been met and was extremely
pleased with the number of athletes who
qualified for the Division HI New En-
gland indoor meet next weekend.
"There were a lot of good perfor-
mances," said Suitor. "It is nice to see that
the team is going in the right direction.
Our goal was to try to get as many ath-
letes to qualify for New Englands as pos-:
sible and I think we have done that."
The qualifying men will travel to
Brandeis while the women will return to
Smith for the New England meet.
H & L Package Store
•'•****1.75'Prices****
Popov $11.99 Jim Bean $18.99
Smirnoff $15.99 Old Crow $14.99
Finlandia $22.99 Capt. Morgan $19.99
Dubra $9.99 Palo Viejo Rum $14.99
Windsor Canad, Seag 7, Calv Xtra $14.99
, ********Beer Case*
Milwaukee Best - Bottles $8.99*
Natural Light - Bottles $10.99*
Busch, Busch Light - Cans $11.99*
*Plus Tax and Deposit
****12 Pack Bottles****
Bass Ale $12.99*
Petes Wicked Ale $11.99*
Corona $10.99*
Molson Golden, Molson Ice $8.99*
* Plus Tax and Deposit
MICRO BEERS - MIX ANY SIX FOR $7.99*
YOUR CHOICE FROM 26 VARIETIES
*PIus Tax and Deposit
247-9138
Major Credit Cards Accepted




Women's Basketball @ Amherst
7:30
Women's Squash @ Amherst 7:00
Wednesday, February 14th
Men's Basketball @ Amherst 7:30





Men's Squash @ UPenn 4:00
MEN'S HOCKEY V.COLBY 7:30
Saturday, February 17th
Men's Basketball @ Wheaton 7:30
Women's Basketball @ Springfield
2:00
MEN'S SWIMMING V. COLBY 1:001
Men's Squash @ Franklin &
Marshall 12:00
MEN'S HOCKEY V. BOWD.pIN
Indoor Track Division III - New





Women's Squash Howe Cup @
Yale
NESCAC Basketball Standings
Men's Records through 2/10
2l W L Pet Streal
I Women's Records through 2/10















































































































I With forty-three points in
two games last week, Keith
(Wolff '96 moved into
second place on Trinity's
[career scoring records.
11816 Ken Abere '86
79 Keith Wolff '96
69 Jim Bates x84
69 Jim Belfiore '66
57 Wayne Sokolosky V76
46 Michael Stubbs :9Q
37 Troy McKelvin '96
NESCAC Hockey Standings
Games through 2/10
School W L T Pet
IMiddlebury 18 2 0 9̂00"
Colby 15 4 0 .789
Bowdoin 14 4 1 .763
IConn CoU 14 4 1 .763
Amherst 12 7 0 .632
Tufts 10 6 2 .611
Hamilton 10 8 1 .553
Trinity 7 9 2 .444
Williams 8 11 0 .421
Wesleyan 4 15 1 .2
f Contest
[Rules: The first person to correctly answer all five trivia questions and leave a
f^SffMm^^^Wlf^SfTT^ WffrWfrTa pEher of Icehouse at the View.
NBA Aii-Star Trivia
11) Which NBA coach has the most All-Star game victories?
12) Which two sets of NBA Alt-Stars make up the only co-MVP's in Al! Star game
Hhistory?
J3) How many All-Star games have gone into overtime?
14) Wrio has won the most NBA All-Star game MVP awards?
15) How many NBA All-Star game MVP awards has Michael Jordan won?
I Answers from last week: 1) Villanova 2) UConn 3) Arkansas/ Kentucky, & UConn
4) Northeastern 5) Ed O'Bannon




1 Pitcher of Red Dog or Icehouse
GOOD NOON UNTIL 8 PM, EXPIRES WHEN YOU GRADUATE
Tuesdays $3.50 Pitchers* Thursdays $4.50 Pitchers*
*-Mil's Best
KARA EYCZEK '96
I AFTER EARNING NESGAG PLAYER
OF THE WEEK HONORS AVERAGING
1 2 . 3 POINTS PER GAME AND 8 . 7
ASSISTS PER GAME FOR HER PLAY
DURING THE WEEK OP JANUARY
28TH TO FEBRUARY 4TH, RYGZEK
LED THE BANTAMS TO TWO VIGTO-
IRIES LAST WEEK. AGAINST WlLL-
JLAMS, SHE PAGED TRINITY WITH 1 1
POINTS AND 8 ASSISTS WHILE
I AGAINST TUFTS, SHE SGORED
7POINTS WHILE HANDING OUT 7
ASSISTS. RYGZEK IS NOW SEGOND ON
TRINITY'S ALL-TIME ASSIST LEADERS
WITH 36 l r TRAILING KAREN
ROGERS '85 BY JUST 37 ASSISTS.
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NCAA Hopes Alive With Three Consecutive Wins
BY CLAY SIECERT
Senior Editor
Maybe last year's unprec-
edented run to the NCAA tour-
nament was not a fluke.
The women's basketball team
has won six of its last seven
. games, including three straight,
to raise its record to 12-6 and re-
main in contention for an at-
large NCAA bid.
This past week, Trinity beat
Williams, 88-74, in
Williamstown for the first time
under head coach Maureen Pine
and held off Tufts, 58-46, in Ray
Oosting Gymnasium.
"We are on a roll right now
and we still have a shot at the
NCAA's," said senior co-captain
Kara Ryczek.
Trinity is not ranked in the
New England poll, but has the
fourth-best winning percentage
among NESCAC teams. With
three NCAA at-large bids avail-
able in New England, the Ban-
tams can still earn a spot in the
tournament. Amherst, who has
a 15-6 record, is Trinity's next
opponent.
"We are both going into this
game knowing tha t this is about
who is going to get to the post
season," said forward Sarah
Martin '98. "We are going in
there with a positive attitude."
On Saturday, a pesky Tufts
team, which entered the game
with a 5-12 record, gave Trinity
Susan Dinklage '97 drives past a defender in
Trinity's victory over Tufts Saturday afternoon.
GUS ELLISON
all they could handle. The Ban-
tams opened a 33-25 lead at the
half on 50% shooting. Martin
had 10 points and co-captain
Susan Lally '96 (14 points)
added seven in the first half;
In the second half, though the
Bantams could not put the Jum-
bos away. Trinity shot only 33%
from the floor and allowed
Tufts to hang in the game.
"We were not patient and we
let them rattle us a little bit,"
said Martin, who finished with
a game-high 22 points. "We
have sort of a problem breaking
away from lesser teams."
Susan Dinklage '97 (8 points)
hit a jumper with 4:07 left in the
game to give Trinity its biggest
lead of the game, 52-39. The
Bantams stepped up their de-
fensive pressure, which held
Tufts to 31% shooting in the
game, for the victory.
"We knew if we played good
defense, we would pull out the
victory," said Ryczek. "We really
need to pick up our defense be-
cause we have some tough
games coming up."
Ryczek (7 points) had seven
assists in the game and is now
in second place on the College's
all-time assist list with 361.
Karen Rogers '85 is first with
398. Last week, Ryczek was
named NESCAC Player-of-the-
Week for averaging 12.3 points
and 8.7 assists in her team's 2-1
week., Ryczek was the second
straight Trinity player to be so
honored, as Sarah Martin
shared the award the week be-
fore.
Last Wednesday, Trinity trav-
eled to Williamstown to take on
the Ephs. The Ephs entered the
game with a 7-7 record and had
just beaten Amherst for the sec-
ond time this season,
In the first half, Williams
Different Efforts Yield Same
Result; Two Bantam Losses
BY MARK MENTONE
Senior Editor
The men's basketball team
put forth two very different ef-
forts last week. V
The only thing the games had
in common was the result. And
that was bad news for the Ban-
tams.
Coach Stan'Ogrodnik's squad
battled Williams College, the
top-ranked team in New En-
gland Division III, down to the
wire on Wednesday before bow-
ing, 92-86. Three days later,
however, Trinity turned the ball
over 25 times and was outscored
by 17 points in the second half,
losing 75-53 to UMass-
Dartmouth.
The losses extended the Ban-
tams' losing streak to three and
dropped them to 12-7 for the
season with three games re-
maining.
"We played hard for 40 min-
utes at Williams," said
Ogrodnik. "I have no complaint
at all; all of our players played
to the top of their potential. But
on Saturday, we should have
given a better effort. We didn't
handle their pressure very well
arid handled the ball much
more poorly than we wanted
to."
On Wednesday night in
Williamstown, the Bantams
and Ephs played a spirited first
half which featured 10 ties and
• 13 lead changes. Bantam cap-
tain Keith Wolff '96, a 1993
transfer from Williams, lit up
his former teammates with 23
first-half points on 9-of-14
shooting. . Sophomore
swingman Craig Moody added
16 for the half, but the Bantams
still trailed by three at the break,
48-45.
"Wolff and Moody were out-
standing," said Ogrodnik. "And
when our two big, guys
[Brendan Gallagher "98 and
Kevin Bednar '99] both picked
up two fouls early, Jason
Webster, Chris Devanney and
J.B. Brokaw, did a great job keep-
ing us in the game."
Wolff attributed his quick
' start to the intensity of his
teammates more than a revenge
factor.
"I'd be lying if I said that the
game didn't have a greater sig-
nificance to me," said Wolff,
who had played with five mem-
bers of the Williams roster, in-
cluding two starters. "But that
stems from the fact that they're
number one. It was easy for me
to get pumped up when I saw
my teammates were feeling the
same way." ::
The lead changed hands five
more times in the first ten min-
utes of the second stanza, with
the Bantams grabbing a 62-61
shot 46% from the floor and
took a 38-35 lead into intermis-
sion. Carolynn Canty'98 led the
Bantams with 14 points on 7 of
9 shooting and Lally had seven
points of 2 of 3 shooting.
In the second half, Trinity's
forwards took over the game
and both Martin and Canty
scored 12 points. Canty (career-
high 26 points) hit four jumpers
over a three minute stretch late
in the game, including one with
2:12 remaining to put the Ban-
tams up 79-72.
"Williams was a game where
we both [Martin] played well,"
said Canty. "Usually if I have a
bad offensive game, she will
make up for it. But Williams
only had two forwards and one
fouled out and we could go in-
side on them."
Williams' Patti Koontz (20
points) converted a layup for
her team's final points.
Trinity hit 9 of 10 free throws
in the final 1:21. to secure the
win. Free throw shooting has
been an Achilles heal for the
Bantams all year, but against
Williams, they shot 87% (32 of
. 37). "Free throws were the key
throughout the game," said
Lally (18 points), who hit on alt,
four of her attempts over the
stretch. "Once we went up [in
the second half] we knew we
had it."
Ryczek paced Trinity with 11
points and eight assistsr while"*"
Dinklage added 13 points.
lead on a Kevin Bednar '99
layup. But Ephman Mike
Nogelo proceeded to nail back-
to-back 3-pointers, both with a
Bantam hand in his face, to give
Williams (18-1) the lead it
would never relinquish.
For the last nine minutes of
the contest, Trinity stayed
within striking distance, but
could not overcome the Ephs to
claim the upset. With under two
minutes remaining and their
team down, Wolff and
Gallagher missed back-to-back
front ends of one-and-one foul-
shooting situations.
The Bantams cut the deficit
to two with 0:28 to go, but Wil-
liams made six straight free
throws down the stretch to pre-
serve its 12th straight win. The
Ephs held Wolff and Moody in
check in the second, as they fin-
ished with 33 and 20 points, re-
spectively. Moody's total was a
personal high, eclipsing the 19
he scored the week before.
"We stayed in it the whole
half," said Moody, "but we just
couldn't get over the hump."
Added Wolff, "It was a great
game. We had a couple shots
down the stretch that didn't fall
and they had a couple that did,
and we also made some costly
turnovers that they converted
into easy baskets. That was the
difference."
see NCAA HOPES page 16
Men's Squash Win
Streak Ends at 11
BY AMANDA TUCKER
, ' $ports Writer
', Themerfesquashteam'sun-;
defeated run came to aft end
this past Saturday-when they
matched up against the Crim-
son of Harvard.
The men, however,still came
out on the winning end when
they played Brown University,
and rhe.University of Roches-
ter, this week The team played
Brown on Thursday night and
won 8-1. The sole loss came
from Christian Bullitt '96 who
suCQumbed-harnstring during
his match.
On' Saturday, • the team
played the number one team in
the country, the undefeated
Crimson of Harvard Univer-
sity, The team fought hard and'
came away with two victories
during the match Joe Pentland
'98 at number, eight and John
Churchill '99 at number nine,
Coach Paul Assa'iame made
a promise to his team prior to
their match with Harvard; if
they could win 10 games, then
he would shave hishead, With
Churchill '99sl>entland '98, and
Chase Toogood '96 at number
ten winning their matches, the
team won eleven games.'
Trie team's match against
'the University of Rochester
was postponed Until Sunday,
but that did not keep the team
from their winning ways as
they prevailed 7-2. Mike
Bittner '97 the number one and
Charlie Saunders '99 the num-
ber two were the only Bantams
, to lose to their Rochester oppo-
nents.
Sophomore JonFreeman felt
that the match against
•Harvard was a learning expe-
rience, and that the Rochester
match allowed them try out
what they.learned against
•Harvard . . :-
"harvard:, was a reality
check: It showed us what we
• need to work on individually
,:then Rochester gave us the
; chance to do it."
Tosh Belsinger '97 agreed
that the loss to Harvard will
help the team in the long run,
: "We hadn't lost a match yet
.so the loss was actually help-
. ful because all the preparation
we didfor that match will help
. us in the next three matches."
The Bantams now have a
record of 12-1 with three'
matches left in their regular
season,
. Their next match is Thurs-'
•day at Amherst which Is cur-
rently ranked second in the
nation. The team feels confi-
dent that they Can defeat the
.Lord Jeffs especially with the
experience gained over the
- weekend; . . '
